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1. Timetable (LLP & Third)

		WORKPLAN AND WORK PACKAGES																																																										Management												MNGT								M		Accompanying Measures

		The information in this worksheet should be consistent with Part G (and Part I if applicable) of your Application Form.																																																										Implementation												IMP								I		Multilateral Project

																																																												Quality Plan												QPLN								Q		Network

				First select a type of action																										Maximum project duration																														Dissemination												DISS								D

				Type of action:				Multilateral Project																						36								months																						Exploitation												EXP								E

		WORK PACKAGE		TYPE		START		DURATION		MONTHS
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				Please note (refer to tab 14 !) that for Knowledge Alliances the only possible duration is 24 months.

				For Roma Multilateral Projects and Networks the maximum duration is restricted to 24 months.
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2. Staff (LLP)

		ESTIMATED staff needs and costs by partner for LLP Countries 

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)



		 								 Staff by category

				Country		Overall total number of working days		Overall 
total staff costs		1. Manager 						2. Researcher, teacher and / or trainer 						3. Technical 						4. Administrative 

										Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category

				Total working days		1,762				107						1,580						10						65

				Total staff costs				367,408						32,783						323,200						2,050						9,375				367408

		P1		Danmark - DK		250		68,620		30		340		10,200		180		284		51,120		10		205		2,050		30		175		5,250				68620

		P2		Danmark - DK		176		49,376		11		336		3,696		160		280		44,800		0		200		0		5		176		880				49376

		P3		Espana - ES		186		39,747		11		287		3,157		170		212		36,040		0		163		0		5		110		550				39747

		P4		Kypros - CY		246		40,461		11		316		3,476		230		159		36,570		0		142		0		5		83		415				40461

		P5		Malta - MT		266		26,349		11		119		1,309		250		99		24,750		0		74		0		5		58		290				26349

		P6		Malta - MT		276		27,339		11		119		1,309		260		99		25,740		0		74		0		5		58		290				27339

		P7		Schweiz / Suisse / Svizzera / Svizra - CH		186		66,363		11		478		5,258		170		354		60,180		0		240		0		5		185		925				66363

		P8		Italia - IT		176		49,153		11		398		4,378		160		275		44,000		0		180		0		5		155		775				49153

		P9				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P10				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P11				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P12				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P13				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P14				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P15				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P16				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P17				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P18				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P19				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P20				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P21				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P22				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P23				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P24				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P25				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P26				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P27				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P28				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P29				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P30				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P31				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P32				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P33				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P34				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P35				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P36				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P37				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P38				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P39				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P40				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P41				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P42				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P43				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P44				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P45				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P46				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P47				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P48				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P49				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P50				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P51				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P52				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P53				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P54				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P55				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P56				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P57				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P58				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P59				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P60				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P61				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P62				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P63				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P64				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P65				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P66				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P67				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P68				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P69				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P70				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P71				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P72				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P73				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P74				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P75				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P76				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P77				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P78				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P79				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P80				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P81				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P82				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P83				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P84				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P85				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P86				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P87				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P88				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P89				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P90				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P91				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P92				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P93				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P94				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P95				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P96				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P97				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P98				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P99				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P100				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P101				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P102				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P103				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P104				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P105				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P106				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P107				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P108				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P109				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P110				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P111				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P112				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P113				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P114				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P115				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P116				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P117				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P118				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P119				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P120				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P121				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P122				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P123				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P124				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P125				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P126				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P127				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P128				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P129				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P130				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P131				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P132				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P133				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P134				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P135				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P136				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P137				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P138				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P139				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P140				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P141				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P142				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P143				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P144				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P145				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P146				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P147				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P148				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P149				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P150				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P151				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P152				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P153				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P154				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P155				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P156				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P157				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P158				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P159				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P160				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P161				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P162				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P163				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P164				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P165				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P166				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P167				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P168				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P169				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P170				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P171				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P172				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P173				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P174				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P175				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P176				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P177				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P178				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P179				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P180				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P181				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P182				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P183				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P184				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P185				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P186				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P187				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P188				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P189				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P190				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P191				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P192				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P193				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P194				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P195				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P196				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P197				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P198				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P199				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P200				0		0						0						0						0						0				0
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3. Travel & subsistence (LLP)

				ESTIMATED travel and subsistence costs for LLP Country Partners (only for staff members taking part in the project)

				All figures in Euro (no decimals)

																

				Purpose of the journey 		Country of destination		Partner		Work
Package		Number 
of persons 		Number 
of days 		Daily subsistence 
cost per person  		Average price 
return journey		Total costs 

												a		b		c		d		a x [(b x c) + d]

												73		264		TOTAL travel & subsistence costs 				84,420

		1		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		195		280		670		

		2		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		195		280		670		

		3		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		195		280		670		

		4		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		195		280		670		

		5		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		195		280		670		

		6		Kick-off workshop		Espana - ES		P1		1		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		7		Kick-off workshop		Espana - ES		P2		1		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		8		Kick-off workshop		Espana - ES		P4		1		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		9		Kick-off workshop		Espana - ES		P5		1		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		10		Kick-off workshop		Espana - ES		P6		1		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		11		Kick-off workshop		Espana - ES		P7		1		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		12		Kick-off workshop		Espana - ES		P8		1		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		13		Workshop 2 setup/monitoring of Quality milestones and coordination of scenario progress		Malta - MT		P1		2+4+5		2		5		190		250		2,400		

		14		Workshop 2 setup/monitoring of Quality milestones and coordination of scenario progress		Malta - MT		P2		2+4+5		2		5		190		250		2,400		

		15		Workshop 2 setup/monitoring of Quality milestones and coordination of scenario progress		Malta - MT		P3		2+4+5		2		5		190		250		2,400		

		16		Workshop 2 setup/monitoring of Quality milestones and coordination of scenario progress		Malta - MT		P4		2+4+5		2		5		190		250		2,400		

		17		Workshop 2 setup/monitoring of Quality milestones and coordination of scenario progress		Malta - MT		P7		2+4+5		2		5		190		250		2,400		

		18		Workshop 2 setup/monitoring of Quality milestones and coordination of scenario progress		Malta - MT		P8		2+4+5		2		5		190		250		2,400		

		19		Pilot course for content and language teachers. Certification of content teachers/CEFR		Malta - MT		P1		2+4+5		2		6		190		250		2,780		

		20		Pilot course for content and language teachers. Certification of content teachers/CEFR		Malta - MT		P2		2+4+5		2		6		190		250		2,780		

		21		Pilot course for content and language teachers. Certification of content teachers/CEFR		Malta - MT		P3		2+4+5		2		6		190		250		2,780		

		22		Pilot course for content and language teachers. Certification of content teachers/CEFR		Malta - MT		P4		2+4+5		2		6		190		250		2,780		

		23		Pilot course for content and language teachers. Certification of content teachers/CEFR		Malta - MT		P7		2+4+5		2		6		190		250		2,780		

		24		Pilot course for content and language teachers. Certification of content teachers/CEFR		Malta - MT		P8		2+4+5		2		6		190		250		2,780		

		25		Workshop 3		Espana - ES		P1		8		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		26		Workshop 3		Espana - ES		P2		8		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		27		Workshop 3		Espana - ES		P4		8		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		28		Workshop 3		Espana - ES		P5		8		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		29		Workshop 3		Espana - ES		P6		8		1		5		190		300		1,250		

		30		Workshop 3		Espana - ES		P7		8		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		31		Workshop 3		Espana - ES		P8		8		2		5		190		300		2,500		

		32		Final workshop		Kypros - CY		P1		1		1		5		190		330		1,280		

		33		Final workshop		Kypros - CY		P2		1		1		5		190		300		1,250		

		34		Final workshop		Kypros - CY		P3		1		1		5		190		300		1,250		

		35		Final workshop		Kypros - CY		P5		1		1		5		190		300		1,250		

		36		Final workshop		Kypros - CY		P6		1		1		5		190		300		1,250		

		37		Final workshop		Kypros - CY		P7		1		1		5		190		300		1,250		

		38		Final workshop		Kypros - CY		P8		1		1		5		190		300		1,250		

		39		Dissemination and Exploitation courses accross Denmark		Danmark - DK		P1		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		40		Dissemination and Exploitation courses accross Denmark		Danmark - DK		P2		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		41		Dissemination and Exploitation courses accross Spain		Espana - ES		P3		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		42		Dissemination and Exploitation coursesn accross Italy		Italia - IT		P8		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		43		Dissemination and Exploitation courses accross Switzerland		Schweiz / Suisse / Svizzera / Svizra - CH		P7		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		44		Dissemination and Exploitation courses accross Malta		Malta - MT		P5		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		45		Dissemination and Exploitation coursesn accross Malta		Malta - MT		P6		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		46		Dissemination and Exploitation courses accross Cyprus		Kypros - CY		P4		11+10		1		10		60		250		850		

		47		Onsite video recording in Italy		Italia - IT		P7		6		2		3		60		150		660		

		48																		0		

		49																		0		

		50																		0		

		51																		0		

		52																		0		

		53																		0		

		54																		0		

		55																		0		

		56																		0		

		57																		0		

		58																		0		

		59																		0		

		60																		0		

		61																		0		

		62																		0		

		63																		0		

		64																		0		

		65																		0		

		66																		0		

		67																		0		

		68																		0		

		69																		0		

		70																		0		

		71																		0		

		72																		0		

		73																		0		

		74																		0		

		75																		0		

		76																		0		

		77																		0		

		78																		0		

		79																		0		

		80																		0		

		81																		0		

		82																		0		

		83																		0		

		84																		0		

		85																		0		

		86																		0		

		87																		0		

		88																		0		

		89																		0		

		90																		0		

		91																		0		

		92																		0		

		93																		0		

		94																		0		

		95																		0		

		96																		0		

		97																		0		

		98																		0		

		99																		0		

		100																		0		

		101																		0		

		102																		0		

		103																		0		

		104																		0		

		105																		0		

		106																		0		

		107																		0		

		108																		0		

		109																		0		

		110																		0		

		111																		0		

		112																		0		

		113																		0		

		114																		0		

		115																		0		

		116																		0		

		117																		0		

		118																		0		

		119																		0		

		120																		0		

		121																		0		

		122																		0		

		123																		0		

		124																		0		

		125																		0		

		126																		0		

		127																		0		

		128																		0		

		129																		0		

		130																		0		

		131																		0		

		132																		0		

		133																		0		

		134																		0		

		135																		0		

		136																		0		

		137																		0		

		138																		0		

		139																		0		

		140																		0		

		141																		0		

		142																		0		

		143																		0		

		144																		0		

		145																		0		

		146																		0		

		147																		0		

		148																		0		

		149																		0		

		150																		0		

		151																		0		

		152																		0		

		153																		0		

		154																		0		

		155																		0		

		156																		0		

		157																		0		

		158																		0		

		159																		0		

		160																		0		

		161																		0		

		162																		0		

		163																		0		

		164																		0		

		165																		0		

		166																		0		

		167																		0		

		168																		0		

		169																		0		

		170																		0		

		171																		0		

		172																		0		

		173																		0		

		174																		0		

		175																		0		

		176																		0		

		177																		0		

		178																		0		

		179																		0		

		180																		0		

		181																		0		

		182																		0		

		183																		0		

		184																		0		

		185																		0		

		186																		0		

		187																		0		

		188																		0		

		189																		0		

		190																		0		

		191																		0		

		192																		0		

		193																		0		

		194																		0		

		195																		0		

		196																		0		

		197																		0		

		198																		0		

		199																		0		

		200																		0		

		201																		0		

		202																		0		

		203																		0		

		204																		0		

		205																		0		

		206																		0		

		207																		0		

		208																		0		

		209																		0		

		210																		0		

		211																		0		

		212																		0		

		213																		0		

		214																		0		

		215																		0		

		216																		0		

		217																		0		

		218																		0		

		219																		0		

		220																		0		

		221																		0		

		222																		0		

		223																		0		

		224																		0		

		225																		0		

		226																		0		

		227																		0		

		228																		0		

		229																		0		

		230																		0		

		231																		0		

		232																		0		

		233																		0		

		234																		0		

		235																		0		

		236																		0		

		237																		0		

		238																		0		

		239																		0		

		240																		0		

		241																		0		

		242																		0		

		243																		0		

		244																		0		

		245																		0		

		246																		0		

		247																		0		

		248																		0		

		249																		0		

		250																		0		

		251																		0		

		252																		0		

		253																		0		

		254																		0		

		255																		0		

		256																		0		

		257																		0		

		258																		0		

		259																		0		

		260																		0		

		261																		0		

		262																		0		

		263																		0		

		264																		0		

		265																		0		

		266																		0		

		267																		0		

		268																		0		

		269																		0		

		270																		0		

		271																		0		

		272																		0		

		273																		0		

		274																		0		

		275																		0		

		276																		0		

		277																		0		

		278																		0		

		279																		0		

		280																		0		

		281																		0		

		282																		0		

		283																		0		

		284																		0		

		285																		0		

		286																		0		

		287																		0		

		288																		0		

		289																		0		

		290																		0		

		291																		0		

		292																		0		

		293																		0		

		294																		0		

		295																		0		

		296																		0		

		297																		0		

		298																		0		

		299																		0		

		300																		0		

		301																		0		

		302																		0		

		303																		0		

		304																		0		

		305																		0		

		306																		0		

		307																		0		

		308																		0		

		309																		0		

		310																		0		

		311																		0		

		312																		0		

		313																		0		

		314																		0		

		315																		0		

		316																		0		

		317																		0		

		318																		0		

		319																		0		

		320																		0		

		321																		0		

		322																		0		

		323																		0		

		324																		0		

		325																		0		

		326																		0		

		327																		0		

		328																		0		

		329																		0		

		330																		0		

		331																		0		

		332																		0		

		333																		0		

		334																		0		

		335																		0		

		336																		0		

		337																		0		

		338																		0		

		339																		0		

		340																		0		

		341																		0		

		342																		0		

		343																		0		

		344																		0		

		345																		0		

		346																		0		

		347																		0		

		348																		0		

		349																		0		

		350																		0		

		351																		0		

		352																		0		

		353																		0		

		354																		0		

		355																		0		

		356																		0		

		357																		0		

		358																		0		

		359																		0		

		360																		0		

		361																		0		

		362																		0		

		363																		0		

		364																		0		

		365																		0		

		366																		0		

		367																		0		

		368																		0		

		369																		0		

		370																		0		

		371																		0		

		372																		0		

		373																		0		

		374																		0		

		375																		0		

		376																		0		

		377																		0		

		378																		0		

		379																		0		

		380																		0		

		381																		0		

		382																		0		

		383																		0		

		384																		0		

		385																		0		

		386																		0		

		387																		0		

		388																		0		

		389																		0		

		390																		0		

		391																		0		

		392																		0		

		393																		0		

		394																		0		

		395																		0		

		396																		0		

		397																		0		

		398																		0		

		399																		0		

		400																		0		

		401																		0		

		402																		0		

		403																		0		

		404																		0		

		405																		0		

		406																		0		

		407																		0		

		408																		0		

		409																		0		

		410																		0		

		411																		0		

		412																		0		

		413																		0		

		414																		0		

		415																		0		

		416																		0		

		417																		0		

		418																		0		

		419																		0		

		420																		0		

		421																		0		

		422																		0		

		423																		0		

		424																		0		

		425																		0		

		426																		0		

		427																		0		

		428																		0		

		429																		0		

		430																		0		

		431																		0		

		432																		0		

		433																		0		

		434																		0		

		435																		0		

		436																		0		

		437																		0		

		438																		0		

		439																		0		

		440																		0		

		441																		0		

		442																		0		

		443																		0		

		444																		0		

		445																		0		

		446																		0		

		447																		0		

		448																		0		

		449																		0		

		450																		0		

		451																		0		

		452																		0		

		453																		0		

		454																		0		

		455																		0		

		456																		0		

		457																		0		

		458																		0		

		459																		0		

		460																		0		

		461																		0		

		462																		0		

		463																		0		

		464																		0		

		465																		0		

		466																		0		

		467																		0		

		468																		0		

		469																		0		

		470																		0		

		471																		0		

		472																		0		

		473																		0		

		474																		0		

		475																		0		

		476																		0		

		477																		0		

		478																		0		

		479																		0		

		480																		0		

		481																		0		

		482																		0		

		483																		0		

		484																		0		

		485																		0		

		486																		0		

		487																		0		

		488																		0		

		489																		0		

		490																		0		

		491																		0		

		492																		0		

		493																		0		

		494																		0		

		495																		0		

		496																		0		

		497																		0		

		498																		0		

		499																		0		

		500																		0		
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4. Equipment (LLP)

				ESTIMATED equipment costs for LLP Country Partners																ERROR

				All figures in Euro (no decimals)

																

				Description		Justification		Partner		Work
Package		Number of 
items		Unit Cost		Usage rate
%		Depreciation rate
%		Total costs

												a		b		c		d		a x b x c x d

																Total equipment costs				6,576

		1		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Cooperation between students and online work		P1		5+8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		2		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Cooperation between pupils and online work		P2		4+8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		3		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Cooperation between pupils and online work		P3		4+8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		4		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Cooperation between students and online work		P4		5+8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		5		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Cooperation between students and online work		P5		5+8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		6		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Dev of courses and used for teacher courses		P6		8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		7		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Dev of courses and used for teacher courses		P7		8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		8		iPad or similar tablet with high definition camera		Cooperation between pupils and online work		P8		4+8+9		2		495		100.00%		83.00%		822

		9																		0

		10																		0

		11																		0

		12																		0

		13																		0

		14																		0

		15																		0

		16																		0

		17																		0

		18																		0

		19																		0

		20																		0

		21																		0

		22																		0

		23																		0

		24																		0

		25																		0

		26																		0

		27																		0

		28																		0

		29																		0

		30																		0

		31																		0

		32																		0

		33																		0

		34																		0

		35																		0

		36																		0

		37																		0

		38																		0

		39																		0

		40																		0

		41																		0

		42																		0

		43																		0

		44																		0

		45																		0

		46																		0

		47																		0

		48																		0

		49																		0

		50																		0

		51																		0

		52																		0

		53																		0

		54																		0

		55																		0

		56																		0

		57																		0

		58																		0

		59																		0

		60																		0

		61																		0

		62																		0

		63																		0

		64																		0

		65																		0

		66																		0

		67																		0

		68																		0

		69																		0

		70																		0

		71																		0

		72																		0

		73																		0

		74																		0

		75																		0

		76																		0

		77																		0

		78																		0

		79																		0

		80																		0

		81																		0

		82																		0

		83																		0

		84																		0

		85																		0

		86																		0

		87																		0

		88																		0

		89																		0

		90																		0

		91																		0

		92																		0

		93																		0

		94																		0

		95																		0

		96																		0

		97																		0

		98																		0

		99																		0

		100																		0
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5. Subcontracting (LLP)

		ESTIMATED subcontracting costs for LLP Country Partners

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)



				Task description		Partner		Work Package		Total costs

						Total subcontracting costs				26,500

		Subcontract 1		Quality Assessment		P1		2		14,000		14,000		

		Subcontract 2		Video producer		P7		6		12,500		12,500		

		Subcontract 3										0		

		Subcontract 4										0		

		Subcontract 5										0		

		Subcontract 6										0		

		Subcontract 7										0		

		Subcontract 8										0		

		Subcontract 9										0		

		Subcontract 10										0		

		Subcontract 11										0		

		Subcontract 12										0		

		Subcontract 13										0		

		Subcontract 14										0		

		Subcontract 15										0		

		Subcontract 16										0		

		Subcontract 17										0		

		Subcontract 18										0		

		Subcontract 19										0		

		Subcontract 20										0		

		Subcontract 21										0		

		Subcontract 22										0		

		Subcontract 23										0		

		Subcontract 24										0		

		Subcontract 25										0		

		Subcontract 26										0		

		Subcontract 27										0		

		Subcontract 28										0		

		Subcontract 29										0		

		Subcontract 30										0		

		Subcontract 31										0		

		Subcontract 32										0		

		Subcontract 33										0		

		Subcontract 34										0		

		Subcontract 35										0		

		Subcontract 36										0		

		Subcontract 37										0		

		Subcontract 38										0		

		Subcontract 39										0		

		Subcontract 40										0		

		Subcontract 41										0		

		Subcontract 42										0		

		Subcontract 43										0		

		Subcontract 44										0		

		Subcontract 45										0		

		Subcontract 46										0		

		Subcontract 47										0		

		Subcontract 48										0		

		Subcontract 49										0		

		Subcontract 50										0		

		Subcontract 51										0		

		Subcontract 52										0		

		Subcontract 53										0		

		Subcontract 54										0		

		Subcontract 55										0		

		Subcontract 56										0		

		Subcontract 57										0		

		Subcontract 58										0		

		Subcontract 59										0		

		Subcontract 60										0		

		Subcontract 61										0		

		Subcontract 62										0		

		Subcontract 63										0		

		Subcontract 64										0		

		Subcontract 65										0		

		Subcontract 66										0		

		Subcontract 67										0		

		Subcontract 68										0		

		Subcontract 69										0		

		Subcontract 70										0		

		Subcontract 71										0		

		Subcontract 72										0		

		Subcontract 73										0		

		Subcontract 74										0		

		Subcontract 75										0		

		Subcontract 76										0		

		Subcontract 77										0		

		Subcontract 78										0		

		Subcontract 79										0		

		Subcontract 80										0		

		Subcontract 81										0		

		Subcontract 82										0		

		Subcontract 83										0		

		Subcontract 84										0		

		Subcontract 85										0		

		Subcontract 86										0		

		Subcontract 87										0		

		Subcontract 88										0		

		Subcontract 89										0		

		Subcontract 90										0		

		Subcontract 91										0		

		Subcontract 92										0		

		Subcontract 93										0		

		Subcontract 94										0		

		Subcontract 95										0		

		Subcontract 96										0		

		Subcontract 97										0		

		Subcontract 98										0		

		Subcontract 99										0		

		Subcontract 100										0		
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5. Subcontracting costs for LLP Country Partners	


5. Subcontracting costs for LLP Country Partners	




6. Other (LLP)

		ESTIMATED other costs for LLP Country Partners

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)



				Description		Partner		Work Package		Amount

						Total other costs				3,388

		1		Brochures, posters, and printed newsletters for conferences		P1		10		1,000		1,000		

		2		Dissemination materials pens, t-shirts etc.		P1		10		2,000		2,000		

		3		Registration fee for Eurocall 2016		P1		10		388		388		

		4										0		

		5										0		

		6										0		

		7										0		

		8										0		

		9										0		

		10										0		

		11										0		

		12										0		

		13										0		

		14										0		

		15										0		

		16										0		

		17										0		

		18										0		

		19										0		

		20										0		

		21										0		

		22										0		

		23										0		

		24										0		

		25										0		

		26										0		

		27										0		

		28										0		

		29										0		

		30										0		

		31										0		

		32										0		

		33										0		

		34										0		

		35										0		

		36										0		

		37										0		

		38										0		

		39										0		

		40										0		

		41										0		

		42										0		

		43										0		

		44										0		

		45										0		

		46										0		

		47										0		

		48										0		

		49										0		

		50										0		

		51										0		

		52										0		

		53										0		

		54										0		

		55										0		

		56										0		

		57										0		

		58										0		

		59										0		

		60										0		

		61										0		

		62										0		

		63										0		

		64										0		

		65										0		

		66										0		

		67										0		

		68										0		

		69										0		

		70										0		

		71										0		

		72										0		

		73										0		

		74										0		

		75										0		

		76										0		

		77										0		

		78										0		

		79										0		

		80										0		

		81										0		

		82										0		

		83										0		

		84										0		

		85										0		

		86										0		

		87										0		

		88										0		

		89										0		

		90										0		

		91										0		

		92										0		

		93										0		

		94										0		

		95										0		

		96										0		

		97										0		

		98										0		

		99										0		

		100										0		
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6. Other costs for LLP Country Partners	




7. Expenditure & revenue (LLP)

		ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES and REVENUE by type of costs for LLP Country Partners																		Project Acronym:				CLIL4U								Number of months:		30						1

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)																		LLP Action:				Key Activity 2 Multilateral Projects														400000		2

																																						391,854		3

				Costs																				Financing																4

				Direct costs														Indirect costs		Total project
expenditures				EU grant requested from LLP				Partner's 
own 
funding		Other sources				Total project revenues						5

				A. Staff 
costs		B. Operational costs										Total direct costs
(A + B)		Total project
indirect costs 
(up to 7%)																						6

						1. Travel
 and subsistence		2. 
Equipment
(up to 10%)		3. Subcontracting
(up to 30%)		4. Other		B.Total
operational
costs						Total		%		Grant total (up to 75%)		%				Amount		Specification								7

		%		75.24%		17.29%		1.35%		5.43%		0.69%		24.76%				7.00%						75.00%				25.00%		0.00%				100%						8

		Total		367,408		84,420		6,576		26,500		3,388		120,884		488,292		34,180		522,472				391,854				130,618		0				522,472						9

		P1		68,620		15,660		822		14,000		3,388		33,870		102,490		7,174		109,664		20.99%		82,248		75.00%		27,416		0				109,664						10

		P2		49,376		12,280		822		0		0		13,102		62,478		4,373		66,851		12.80%		50,138		75.00%		16,713		0				66,851						11

		P3		39,747		7,280		822		0		0		8,102		47,849		3,349		51,198		9.80%		38,399		75.00%		12,799		0				51,198						12

		P4		40,461		11,030		822		0		0		11,852		52,313		3,662		55,975		10.71%		41,981		75.00%		13,994		0				55,975						13

		P5		26,349		7,100		822		0		0		7,922		34,271		2,252		36,523		6.99%		27,393		75.00%		9,130		0				36,523						14

		P6		27,339		5,850		822		0		0		6,672		34,011		2,381		36,392		6.97%		27,294		75.00%		9,098		0				36,392						15

		P7		66,363		12,940		822		12,500		0		26,262		92,625		6,485		99,110		18.97%		74,332		75.00%		24,777		0				99,109						16

		P8		49,153		12,280		822		0		0		13,102		62,255		4,504		66,759		12.78%		50,069		75.00%		16,691		0				66,760						17

		P9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						18

		P10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						19

		P11		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						20

		P12		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						21

		P13		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						22

		P14		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						23

		P15		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						24

		P16		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						25

		P17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						26

		P18		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						27

		P19		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						28

		P20		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						29

		P21		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						30

		P22		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						31

		P23		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						32

		P24		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						33

		P25		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						34

		P26		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						35

		P27		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						36

		P28		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P29		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P30		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P31		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P32		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P34		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P35		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P36		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P37		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P39		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P40		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P41		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P42		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P43		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P44		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P45		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P47		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P48		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P49		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P50		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P51		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P52		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P53		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P54		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P55		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P56		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P57		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P58		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P59		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P60		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P62		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P64		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P65		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P66		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P67		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P68		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P69		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P71		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P72		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P73		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P74		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P75		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P76		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P77		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P78		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P79		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P80		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P81		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P82		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P83		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P84		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P85		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P86		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P87		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P88		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P89		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P90		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P91		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P92		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P93		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P94		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P95		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P96		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P98		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P99		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P101		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P102		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P103		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P104		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P105		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P106		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P107		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P108		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P109		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P110		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P111		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P112		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P113		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P114		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P115		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P116		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P118		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P119		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P120		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P121		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P122		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P123		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P124		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P125		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P126		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P127		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P128		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P129		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P130		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P131		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P132		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P133		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P134		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P135		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P136		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P139		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P140		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P142		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P143		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P144		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P145		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P146		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P147		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P148		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P149		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P150		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P151		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P152		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P153		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P155		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P156		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P157		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P158		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P169		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P171		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P172		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P174		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P176		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P178		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P180		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P181		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P182		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P183		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P184		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P185		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P186		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P187		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P188		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P189		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P190		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P191		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P192		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P193		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P194		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P195		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P196		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P197		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P198		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P199		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P200		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0
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8. Staff (Third)

		ESTIMATED staff needs and costs by partner for Third Countries 

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)



		 								 Staff by category

				Country		Overall total number of working days		Overall 
total staff costs		1. Manager 						2. Researcher, teacher and / or trainer 						3. Technical 						4. Administrative 

										Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category

				Total working days		0				0						0						0						0

				Total staff costs				0						0						0						0						0				0

		P1TC				0		0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P2TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P3TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P4TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P5TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P6TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P7TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P8TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P9TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P10TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P11TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P12TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P13TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P14TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P15TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P16TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P17TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P18TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P19TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P20TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P21TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P22TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0
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9. Travel & subsistence (Third)

		ESTIMATED travel and subsistence costs (only for staff members of Third Country Partners taking part in the project)

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)

																

				Purpose of the journey 		Country of destination		Partner		Work
Package		Number 
of persons 		Number 
of days 		Daily subsistence 
cost per person  		Average price 
return journey		Total costs 

												a		b		c		d		a x [(b x c) + d]

												0		0		TOTAL travel & subsistence costs 				0

		1																		0		

		2																		0		

		3																		0		

		4																		0		

		5																		0		

		6																		0		

		7																		0		

		8																		0		

		9																		0		

		10																		0		

		11																		0		

		12																		0		

		13																		0		

		14																		0		

		15																		0		

		16																		0		

		17																		0		

		18																		0		

		19																		0		

		20																		0		

		21																		0		

		22																		0		

		23																		0		

		24																		0		

		25																		0		

		26																		0		

		27																		0		

		28																		0		

		29																		0		

		30																		0		

		31																		0		

		32																		0		

		33																		0		

		34																		0		

		35																		0		

		36																		0		

		37																		0		

		38																		0		

		39																		0		

		40																		0		

		41																		0		

		42																		0		

		43																		0		

		44																		0		

		45																		0		

		46																		0		

		47																		0		

		48																		0		

		49																		0		

		50																		0		

		51																		0		

		52																		0		

		53																		0		

		54																		0		

		55																		0		

		56																		0		

		57																		0		

		58																		0		

		59																		0		

		60																		0		

		61																		0		

		62																		0		

		63																		0		

		64																		0		

		65																		0		

		66																		0		

		67																		0		

		68																		0		

		69																		0		

		70																		0		

		71																		0		

		72																		0		

		73																		0		

		74																		0		

		75																		0		

		76																		0		

		77																		0		

		78																		0		

		79																		0		

		80																		0		

		81																		0		

		82																		0		

		83																		0		

		84																		0		

		85																		0		

		86																		0		

		87																		0		

		88																		0		

		89																		0		

		90																		0		

		91																		0		

		92																		0		

		93																		0		

		94																		0		

		95																		0		

		96																		0		

		97																		0		

		98																		0		

		99																		0		

		100																		0		

		101																		0		

		102																		0		

		103																		0		

		104																		0		

		105																		0		

		106																		0		

		107																		0		

		108																		0		

		109																		0		

		110																		0		

		111																		0		

		112																		0		

		113																		0		

		114																		0		

		115																		0		

		116																		0		

		117																		0		

		118																		0		

		119																		0		

		120																		0		

		121																		0		

		122																		0		

		123																		0		

		124																		0		

		125																		0		

		126																		0		

		127																		0		

		128																		0		

		129																		0		

		130																		0		

		131																		0		

		132																		0		

		133																		0		

		134																		0		

		135																		0		

		136																		0		

		137																		0		

		138																		0		

		139																		0		

		140																		0		

		141																		0		

		142																		0		

		143																		0		

		144																		0		

		145																		0		

		146																		0		

		147																		0		

		148																		0		

		149																		0		

		150																		0		

		151																		0		

		152																		0		

		153																		0		

		154																		0		

		155																		0		

		156																		0		

		157																		0		

		158																		0		

		159																		0		

		160																		0		

		161																		0		

		162																		0		

		163																		0		

		164																		0		

		165																		0		

		166																		0		

		167																		0		

		168																		0		

		169																		0		

		170																		0		

		171																		0		

		172																		0		

		173																		0		

		174																		0		

		175																		0		

		176																		0		

		177																		0		

		178																		0		

		179																		0		

		180																		0		

		181																		0		

		182																		0		

		183																		0		

		184																		0		

		185																		0		

		186																		0		

		187																		0		

		188																		0		

		189																		0		

		190																		0		

		191																		0		

		192																		0		

		193																		0		

		194																		0		

		195																		0		

		196																		0		

		197																		0		

		198																		0		

		199																		0		

		200																		0		

		201																		0		

		202																		0		

		203																		0		

		204																		0		

		205																		0		

		206																		0		

		207																		0		

		208																		0		

		209																		0		

		210																		0		

		211																		0		

		212																		0		

		213																		0		

		214																		0		

		215																		0		

		216																		0		

		217																		0		

		218																		0		

		219																		0		

		220																		0		

		221																		0		

		222																		0		

		223																		0		

		224																		0		

		225																		0		

		226																		0		

		227																		0		

		228																		0		

		229																		0		

		230																		0		

		231																		0		

		232																		0		

		233																		0		

		234																		0		

		235																		0		

		236																		0		

		237																		0		

		238																		0		

		239																		0		

		240																		0		

		241																		0		

		242																		0		

		243																		0		

		244																		0		

		245																		0		

		246																		0		

		247																		0		

		248																		0		

		249																		0		

		250																		0		

		251																		0		

		252																		0		

		253																		0		

		254																		0		

		255																		0		

		256																		0		

		257																		0		

		258																		0		

		259																		0		

		260																		0		

		261																		0		

		262																		0		

		263																		0		

		264																		0		

		265																		0		

		266																		0		

		267																		0		

		268																		0		

		269																		0		

		270																		0		

		271																		0		

		272																		0		

		273																		0		

		274																		0		

		275																		0		

		276																		0		

		277																		0		

		278																		0		

		279																		0		

		280																		0		

		281																		0		

		282																		0		

		283																		0		

		284																		0		

		285																		0		

		286																		0		

		287																		0		

		288																		0		

		289																		0		

		290																		0		

		291																		0		

		292																		0		

		293																		0		

		294																		0		

		295																		0		

		296																		0		

		297																		0		

		298																		0		

		299																		0		

		300																		0		

		301																		0		

		302																		0		

		303																		0		

		304																		0		

		305																		0		

		306																		0		

		307																		0		

		308																		0		

		309																		0		

		310																		0		

		311																		0		

		312																		0		

		313																		0		

		314																		0		

		315																		0		

		316																		0		

		317																		0		

		318																		0		

		319																		0		

		320																		0		

		321																		0		

		322																		0		

		323																		0		

		324																		0		

		325																		0		

		326																		0		

		327																		0		

		328																		0		

		329																		0		

		330																		0		

		331																		0		

		332																		0		

		333																		0		

		334																		0		

		335																		0		

		336																		0		

		337																		0		

		338																		0		

		339																		0		

		340																		0		

		341																		0		

		342																		0		

		343																		0		

		344																		0		

		345																		0		

		346																		0		

		347																		0		

		348																		0		

		349																		0		

		350																		0		

		351																		0		

		352																		0		

		353																		0		

		354																		0		

		355																		0		

		356																		0		

		357																		0		

		358																		0		

		359																		0		

		360																		0		

		361																		0		

		362																		0		

		363																		0		

		364																		0		

		365																		0		

		366																		0		

		367																		0		

		368																		0		

		369																		0		

		370																		0		

		371																		0		

		372																		0		

		373																		0		

		374																		0		

		375																		0		

		376																		0		

		377																		0		

		378																		0		

		379																		0		

		380																		0		

		381																		0		

		382																		0		

		383																		0		

		384																		0		

		385																		0		

		386																		0		

		387																		0		

		388																		0		

		389																		0		

		390																		0		

		391																		0		

		392																		0		

		393																		0		

		394																		0		

		395																		0		

		396																		0		

		397																		0		

		398																		0		

		399																		0		

		400																		0		

		401																		0		

		402																		0		

		403																		0		

		404																		0		

		405																		0		

		406																		0		

		407																		0		

		408																		0		

		409																		0		

		410																		0		

		411																		0		

		412																		0		

		413																		0		

		414																		0		

		415																		0		

		416																		0		

		417																		0		

		418																		0		

		419																		0		

		420																		0		

		421																		0		

		422																		0		

		423																		0		

		424																		0		

		425																		0		

		426																		0		

		427																		0		

		428																		0		

		429																		0		

		430																		0		

		431																		0		

		432																		0		

		433																		0		

		434																		0		

		435																		0		

		436																		0		

		437																		0		

		438																		0		

		439																		0		

		440																		0		

		441																		0		

		442																		0		

		443																		0		

		444																		0		

		445																		0		

		446																		0		

		447																		0		

		448																		0		

		449																		0		

		450																		0		

		451																		0		

		452																		0		

		453																		0		

		454																		0		

		455																		0		

		456																		0		

		457																		0		

		458																		0		

		459																		0		

		460																		0		

		461																		0		

		462																		0		

		463																		0		

		464																		0		

		465																		0		

		466																		0		

		467																		0		

		468																		0		

		469																		0		

		470																		0		

		471																		0		

		472																		0		

		473																		0		

		474																		0		

		475																		0		

		476																		0		

		477																		0		

		478																		0		

		479																		0		

		480																		0		

		481																		0		

		482																		0		

		483																		0		

		484																		0		

		485																		0		

		486																		0		

		487																		0		

		488																		0		

		489																		0		

		490																		0		

		491																		0		

		492																		0		

		493																		0		

		494																		0		

		495																		0		

		496																		0		

		497																		0		

		498																		0		

		499																		0		

		500																		0		
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10. Other (Third)

		ESTIMATED other costs for Third Country Partners

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)



				Description		Partner		Work Package		Amount

						Total other costs				0

		1										0		

		2										0		

		3										0		

		4										0		

		5										0		

		6										0		

		7										0		

		8										0		

		9										0		

		10										0		

		11										0		

		12										0		

		13										0		

		14										0		

		15										0		

		16										0		

		17										0		

		18										0		

		19										0		

		20										0		

		21										0		

		22										0		

		23										0		

		24										0		

		25										0		

		26										0		

		27										0		

		28										0		

		29										0		

		30										0		

		31										0		

		32										0		

		33										0		

		34										0		

		35										0		

		36										0		

		37										0		

		38										0		

		39										0		

		40										0		

		41										0		

		42										0		

		43										0		

		44										0		

		45										0		

		46										0		

		47										0		

		48										0		

		49										0		

		50										0		

		51										0		

		52										0		

		53										0		

		54										0		

		55										0		

		56										0		

		57										0		

		58										0		

		59										0		

		60										0		

		61										0		

		62										0		

		63										0		

		64										0		

		65										0		

		66										0		

		67										0		

		68										0		

		69										0		

		70										0		

		71										0		

		72										0		

		73										0		

		74										0		

		75										0		

		76										0		

		77										0		

		78										0		

		79										0		

		80										0		

		81										0		

		82										0		

		83										0		

		84										0		

		85										0		

		86										0		

		87										0		

		88										0		

		89										0		

		90										0		

		91										0		

		92										0		

		93										0		

		94										0		

		95										0		

		96										0		

		97										0		

		98										0		

		99										0		

		100										0		
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11.Expenditure & revenue(Third)

		ESTIMATED EXPEND. and REVENUE for Third Country Partners														Project Acronym:												Number of months:

		All figures in Euro (no decimals)														LLP Action:

				

				Costs																Financing

				Direct costs										Indirect costs		Total project
expenditures				EU grant requested from LLP				Partner's 
own 
funding		Other sources				Total project revenues

				A. Staff 
costs		B. Operational costs						Total direct costs
(A + B)		Total project
indirect costs 
(up to 7%)

						1. Travel
 and subsistence		2. Other		B.Total
operational
costs						Total		%		Grant total (up to 75% and  max. 25.000)		%				Amount		Specification

		%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%						0.00%				0.00%		0.00%				100%

		Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				0		0				0

		P1TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P2TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P3TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P4TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P5TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P6TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P7TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P8TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P9TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P10TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P11TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P12TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P13TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P14TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P15TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P16TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P17TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P18TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P19TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P20TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P21TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P22TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0
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12. Consolidated budget 

				Consolidated budget (LLP Countries + Third Countries) 2013



						LLP Countries 		Third Countries 		Consolidated figures

		Expenditure		Staff costs		367,408		0		367,408

				Travel & subsistence costs		84,420		0		84,420

				Equipment costs		6,576				6,576

				Subcontracting costs		26,500				26,500

				Other costs		3,388		0		3,388

				Indirect costs		34,180		0		34,180

				Total costs		522,472		0		522,472



		Revenue		EU grant		391,854		0		391,854

				Percentage of funding		75.00%		0.00%

				Partners' own contribution		130,618		0		130,618

				Other sources		0		0		0

				Total financing		522,472		0		522,472
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13. Ceilings

				All figures in Euro (Call 2013)

				Country				STAFF 
costs ceilings								SUBSISTENCE 
ceilings

				Description		Country 
Code		Manager		Researcher
Teacher
Trainer		Technical		Administrative		Daily rate

		LLP Countries		Belgique/Belgie - BE		BE		460		360		240		214		232

				Bulgaria - BG		BG		67		60		46		31		145

				Ceska Republika - CZ		CZ		134		110		80		58		195

				Danmark - DK		DK		398		340		277		217		311

				Deutschland - DE		DE		419		310		221		203		220

				Eesti - EE		EE		102		75		59		42		175

				Ellas - EL		EL		279		218		157		122		220

				Espana - ES		ES		321		212		163		117		227

				France - FR		FR		435		351		257		193		269

				Ireland - IE		IE		309		328		239		178		253

				Italia - IT		IT		454		298		200		174		247

				Kypros - CY		CY		316		235		146		99		194

				Latvija - LV		LV		81		66		52		38		172

				Lithuania - LT		LT		75		62		47		34		168

				Luxembourg - LU		LU		496		349		282		220		232

				Magyarorszag - HU		HU		107		86		65		44		184

				Malta - MT		MT		119		99		77		58		191

				Nederland - NL		NL		310		271		215		170		242

				Oesterreich - AT		AT		449		302		244		194		246

				Polska - PL		PL		109		86		66		49		179

				Portugal - PT		PT		258		181		122		77		197

				Rumania - RO		RO		124		95		74		47		161

				Slovenija - SI		SI		240		182		146		92		208

				Slovensko - SK		SK		121		98		86		70		186

				Suomi - FI		FI		368		255		196		163		277

				Sverige - SE		SE		360		303		250		192		275

				United Kingdom - UK		GB		355		334		231		158		312

				Island - IS		IS		368		335		289		186		235

				Liechtenstein - LI		LI		449		302		244		194		340

				Norge - NO		NO		440		367		311		239		340

				Schweiz / Suisse / Svizzera / Svizra - CH		CH		478		354		252		232		340

				Hrvatska - HR		HR		213		192		154		97		214

				Türkiye - TR		TR		141		90		59		38		190

				Albania - AL		AL		31		22		18		14		171

				Fyrom - FYR		MK		88		64		41		31		158

				Serbia - SER		RS		96		69		45		33		154

				Bosnia Herzegovina		BA		93		67		44		32		170

				Montenegro		ME		94		68		44		32		158

		Overseas Countries and Territories		AN Bonaire		AN		310		271		215		170		242		NL

				AN Curaçao		AN		310		271		215		170		242		NL

				AN Saba		AN		310		271		215		170		242		NL

				AN Saint Eustatius		AN		310		271		215		170		242		NL

				AN Saint Martin		AN		310		271		215		170		242		NL

				Anguilla 		AI		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Aruba 		AW		310		271		215		170		242		NL

				British Indian Ocean Territory 		IO		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Cayman Islands 		KY		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Falkland Islands (Malvinas)		FK		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				French Polynesia		PF		435		351		257		193		269		FR

				French Southern and Antartic Territories		TF		435		351		257		193		269		FR

				Greenland		GL		398		340		277		217		311		DK

				Mayotte 		YT		435		351		257		193		269		FR

				Montserrat 		MS		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				New Caledonia and Dependencies		NC		435		351		257		193		269		FR

				Netherlands Antilles		AN		310		271		215		170		242		NL

				Pitcairn		PN		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Saint Helena, Ascension Island, Tristan da Cunha 		SH		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				British Antartic Territories		BAT		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Saint Pierre And Miquelon 		PM		435		351		257		193		269		FR

				South Georgia And The South Sandwich Islands		GS		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Turks And Caicos Islands 		TC		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Virgin Islands, British		VG		355		334		231		158		312		GB

				Wallis and Futuna Islands		WF		435		351		257		193		269		FR

				Afghanistan		AF		450		300		250		125		225

		Third		Algeria		DZ		450		300		250		125		335

		Countries		American Samoa		AS		450		300		250		125		192

				Angola		AO		450		300		250		125		387

				Antigua And Barbuda		AG		450		300		250		125		230

				Argentina		AR		450		300		250		125		298

				Armenia		AM		450		300		250		125		128

				Australia		AU		450		300		250		125		280

				Azerbaijan		AZ		450		300		250		125		310

				Bahamas		BS		450		300		250		125		287

				Bahrain		BH		450		300		250		125		279

				Bangladesh		BD		450		300		250		125		201

				Barbados		BB		450		300		250		125		302

				Belarus		BY		450		300		250		125		205

				Belize		BZ		450		300		250		125		213

				Benin		BJ		450		300		250		125		184

				Bhutan		BT		450		300		250		125		99

				Bolivia, Plurinational State Of		BO		450		300		250		125		143

				Botswana		BW		450		300		250		125		196

				Brazil		BR		450		300		250		125		251

				Brunei Darussalam		BN		450		300		250		125		177

				Burkina Faso		BF		450		300		250		125		152

				Burundi		BI		450		300		250		125		160

				Cambodia		KH		450		300		250		125		178

				Cameroon		CM		450		300		250		125		213

				Canada		CA		450		300		250		125		265

				Cape Verde		CV		450		300		250		125		194

				Central African Republic		CF		450		300		250		125		126

				Chad		TD		450		300		250		125		266

				Chile		CL		450		300		250		125		191

				China		CN		450		300		250		125		224

				Colombia		CO		450		300		250		125		208

		Third		Comoros		KM		450		300		250		125		192

		Countries		Congo		CG		450		300		250		125		220

				Congo, The Democratic Republic Of The		CD		450		300		250		125		251

				Cook Islands		CK		450		300		250		125		222

				Costa Rica		CR		450		300		250		125		185

				Côte D'ivoire		CI		450		300		250		125		271

				Cuba		CU		450		300		250		125		168

				Djibouti		DJ		450		300		250		125		186

				Dominica		DM		450		300		250		125		170

				Dominican Republic		DO		450		300		250		125		189

				Ecuador		EC		450		300		250		125		159

				Egypt		EG		450		300		250		125		236

				El Salvador		SV		450		300		250		125		171

				Equatorial Guinea		GQ		450		300		250		125		337

				Eritrea		ER		450		300		250		125		159

				Ethiopia		ET		450		300		250		125		263

				Fiji		FJ		450		300		250		125		156

				Gabon		GA		450		300		250		125		203

				Gambia		GM		450		300		250		125		162

				Georgia		GE		450		300		250		125		229

				Ghana		GH		450		300		250		125		286

				Grenada		GD		450		300		250		125		245

				Guam		GU		450		300		250		125		254

				Guatemala		GT		450		300		250		125		201

				Guinea		GN		450		300		250		125		226

				Guinea-Bissau		GW		450		300		250		125		191

				Guyana		GY		450		300		250		125		173

				Haiti		HT		450		300		250		125		222

				Honduras		HN		450		300		250		125		168

				Hong Kong		HK		450		300		250		125		316

				India		IN		450		300		250		125		244

		Third		Indonesia		ID		450		300		250		125		190

		Countries		Iran, Islamic Republic Of		IR		450		300		250		125		214

				Iraq		IQ		450		300		250		125		288

				Israel		IL		450		300		250		125		327

				Jamaica		JM		450		300		250		125		213

				Japan		JP		450		300		250		125		332

				Jordan		JO		450		300		250		125		210

				Kazakhstan		KZ		450		300		250		125		310

				Kenya		KE		450		300		250		125		282

				Kiribati		KI		450		300		250		125		235

				Korea, Democratic People's Republic Of		KP		450		300		250		125		143

				Korea, Republic Of		KR		450		300		250		125		297

				Kuwait		KW		450		300		250		125		293

				Kyrgyzstan		KG		450		300		250		125		381

				Laos People's Democratic Republic		LA		450		300		250		125		157

				Lebanon		LB		450		300		250		125		232

				Lesotho		LS		450		300		250		125		126

				Liberia		LR		450		300		250		125		196

				Libyan Arab Jamahiriya		LY		450		300		250		125		169

				Macao		MO		450		300		250		125		196

				Madagascar		MG		450		300		250		125		196

				Malawi		MW		450		300		250		125		209

				Malaysia		MY		450		300		250		125		181

				Maldives		MV		450		300		250		125		207

				Mali		ML		450		300		250		125		228

				Marshall Islands		MH		450		300		250		125		163

				Mauritania		MR		450		300		250		125		137

				Mauritius		MU		450		300		250		125		209

				Mexico		MX		450		300		250		125		249

				Micronesia, Federated States Of		FM		450		300		250		125		143

				Moldova, Republic Of		MD		450		300		250		125		182

				Monaco		MC		450		300		250		125		268

				Mongolia		MN		450		300		250		125		164

		Third		Morocco		MA		450		300		250		125		180

		Countries		Mozambique		MZ		450		300		250		125		197

				Myanmar		MM		450		300		250		125		158

				Namibia		NA		450		300		250		125		127

				Nauru		NR		450		300		250		125		144

				Nepal		NP		450		300		250		125		122

				New Zealand		NZ		450		300		250		125		283

				Nicaragua		NI		450		300		250		125		136

				Niger		NE		450		300		250		125		180

				Nigeria		NG		450		300		250		125		219

				Niue		NU		450		300		250		125		128

				Oman		OM		450		300		250		125		287

				Pakistan		PK		450		300		250		125		167

				Palau		PW		450		300		250		125		158

				Panama		PA		450		300		250		125		193

				Papua New Guinea		PG		450		300		250		125		427

				Paraguay		PY		450		300		250		125		188

				Peru		PE		450		300		250		125		178

				Philippines		PH		450		300		250		125		188

				Puerto Rico		PR		450		300		250		125		245

				Qatar		QA		450		300		250		125		321

				Russian Federation		RU		450		300		250		125		435

				Rwanda		RW		450		300		250		125		248

				Saint Kitts And Nevis		KN		450		300		250		125		206

				Saint Lucia		LC		450		300		250		125		226

				Saint Vincent And The Grenadines		VC		450		300		250		125		226

				Samoa		WS		450		300		250		125		138

				Sao Tome And Principe		ST		450		300		250		125		272

				Saudi Arabia		SA		450		300		250		125		335

				Senegal		SN		450		300		250		125		225

				Seychelles		SC		450		300		250		125		261

		Third		Sierra Leone		SL		450		300		250		125		225

		Countries		Singapore		SG		450		300		250		125		340

				Solomon Islands		SB		450		300		250		125		151

				Somalia		SO		450		300		250		125		118

				South Africa		ZA		450		300		250		125		210

				Sri Lanka		LK		450		300		250		125		158

				Sudan		SD		450		300		250		125		214

				Suriname		SR		450		300		250		125		158

				Swaziland		SZ		450		300		250		125		175

				Syrian Arab Republic		SY		450		300		250		125		271

				Tajikistan		TJ		450		300		250		125		145

				Tanzania, United Republic Of		TZ		450		300		250		125		229

				Thailand		TH		450		300		250		125		176

				Timor-Leste		TL		450		300		250		125		148

				Togo		TG		450		300		250		125		176

				Tokelau		TK		450		300		250		125		59

				Tonga		TO		450		300		250		125		243

				Trinidad And Tobago		TT		450		300		250		125		263

				Tunisia		TN		450		300		250		125		172

				Turkmenistan		TM		450		300		250		125		157

				Tuvalu		TV		450		300		250		125		94

				Uganda		UG		450		300		250		125		212

				Ukraine		UA		450		300		250		125		334

				United Arab Emirates		AE		450		300		250		125		275

				United States of America		US		450		300		250		125		292

				Uruguay		UY		450		300		250		125		222

				Uzbekistan		UZ		450		300		250		125		209

				Vanuatu		VU		450		300		250		125		211

				Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic Of		VE		450		300		250		125		337

				Viet Nam		VN		450		300		250		125		132

		Third		Virgin Islands, U.S.		VI		450		300		250		125		261

		Countries		West Bank and Gaza Strip		PS		450		300		250		125		139

				Yemen		YE		450		300		250		125		164

				Zambia		ZM		450		300		250		125		230

				Zimbabwe		ZM		450		300		250		125		141

				Other		OT		450		300		250		125		200
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14. Actions

		Maximum grant per action according to the project duration excluding third countries

		For minimum and maximum duration per action, please refer to the LLP Guide 2013 Part II b - Explanations by Action



				1 to 12 months		> 12 to 24 months		> 24 to 36 months

		Comenius Multilateral Projects 		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Comenius Multilateral Networks 		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Comenius Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Erasmus Multilateral Projects (minimum duration 24 months)		400,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Erasmus Multilateral Projects - Knowledge Alliances  (only 24 months, duration is fixed)		400,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Erasmus Multilateral Networks 		600,000.00		600,000.00		600,000.00

		Erasmus Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Multilateral Projects for Development of Innovation 		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Multilateral Networks 		200,000.00		400,000.00		600,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Grundtvig Multilateral Projects 		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Grundtvig Multilateral Networks 		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Grundtvig Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Key Activity 1 Roma Multilateral projects 		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Key Activity 1 Roma Networks 		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Key Activity 1 Multilateral Networks 		400,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Multilateral Projects		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Multilateral Networks		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Key Activity 3 Multilateral Projects		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Key Activity 3 Multilateral Networks 		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Key Activity 4 Multilateral Projects		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00
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GlobalBudget

		Total Budget		522472,00

		Grant Requested		391854,00
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Version 1



PART C. Organisations and activities

This part must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project (applicant and partners). 







Partner number - P 1 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		SDE College (SDE)









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		SDE is one of the largest technical colleges in Denmark. The college has 5,000 FTE students and the number of staff is about 830. The college consists of a vocational school, a senior high school and an academy of higher education. The vocational school covers nine branches (production, ICT, transport, logistics, construction, media, health, service and service industry). 



The students of the VET‐school have a diverse cultural and educational background due to an allocation of different nationalities, ethnic minorities, different cultures, in the area.



SDE has done a lot in order to integrate students with different backgrounds into vocational education e.g. mentor arrangements, flexible training models, cooperation with other schools, parents, enterprises and social partners. Further, the college has carried out comprehensive competence development of teachers and managers.



Since 1992, the college has participated in a large number of national and international projects as partner and in many cases as coordinator.



SDE will coordinate the project and is responsible for the dissemination of results outside the partnership, overall dissemination, website, promotion material, compiling and editing newsletters, brochures, graphical layout, running the pilot courses in Denmark, and testing with students.



SDE has an international department, which is responsible for running the economical management of projects. In the proposed project the department manager Ole Bech Kristensen will be in charge of the project financial management checking documentation and eligibility of occurred costs from the project partnership. The department will set up a dedicated project account system within the SDE administration so all cost types can easily be retrieved, documented, and monitored.



SDE teacher trainers experienced in action learning principles and computer assisted language learning will together with our associated partner NCE (Nationalt Center for Erhvervspædagogik) offer courses across Denmark with participants from VET colleges, but also from language centres (immigrant and refugee courses). 



Together with UCL (University College Lillebaelt) we will run courses for teacher students, and in-service course for teachers from the Comenius sector.



We will in cooperation with EUC-Lillebaelt run VET teacher courses covering Funen, Southern- and Middle Jutland.



SDE will through our network ensure national dissemination of the project results and findings and will make use of our international dissemination networks, e.g. EfVET and EuroCall.







C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Ole Bech Kristensen

		Head of Department. Mr Kristensen has 33 years experience as teacher and manager from the Danish VET‐system. Further, Mr Kristensen has a comprehensive experience from a large number of international projects and working with different cultures and educational systems. Mr. Kristensen has a diploma in educational studies, a diploma in social studies, a bachelor degree in economics and a master degree in educational management.



		Kent  Andersen

		Computer Assisted Language Learning Pioneer since 1982. Published several software applications in the 80ies and 90ies through main stream publishers (Gyldendal and EFS), since 2000 all his applications have been “open source” and CopyLeft. He was awarded the “European Label” 1999 for a CLIL project named the “Web Page Task”.

KA is a member of the Eurocall (European Association of Computer Assisted Language Learning) executive team. His SDE functions are: Teacher coach, language teacher, software programmer, webmaster, exam coordinator, and project coordinator. He was the coordinator of the LdV project pools-t



		William W. Lynge

		Teacher in electrical engineering since 2003, mainly apprentices, but also in educating skilled electricians.

WWL is the electrical department's international coordinator, and is working on creating an international strategy for the department, both in terms of mobility and international projects.

WWL is a trained electrician, electrical technician, and in his spare time he is studying a technical diploma in power engineering. WWL has on a regular basis worked with CLIL where he in cooperation with a language teacher has delivered lessons in English about “Safety of machinery – Electrical equipment of machines”.





		Lone Olstrup

		Educated Graphic designer and Adult Teacher

Certified Pedagogical ICT Instructor from Danish Technological Institute

Adult Teacher at SDE since 1990, Fields: graphic design, webdesign and animation

Participated in various international projects at SDE (Leonardo)

International teaching experience, language: English



		Ulf Richardt Günthersen

		Language teacher of English in the plumbing department Has experience with CLIL, also extensive experience with teaching deaf students English as a third language. Was behind a project that published a series of 10 CD-ROMs for teaching deaf students.



		Stefan Lægteskov

		Teacher of English in the carpenters department, work with language teaching coaching. Stefan was a partner in the POOLS-M project where he ran teacher courses in Italy and Turkey, he has also been involved in ICT based learning and has as an expert on video authoring and subtitling delivered a teacher course in Malta in 2010.



		Lars Dreyer Kristiansen

		Lars has a master’s degree in Nordic languages. He has for eleven years been a teacher at language centres for immigrants and refugees. 



He has for six years been teaching Danish as a second language to apprentices and students with an immigrant background at SDE.

He is accredited as a language tester of Danish. Lars is a teacher coach at diploma studies at SDE College.













Partner number - P 2 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		Kroggaardskolen









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		KGS is a school with 620 pupils aged from 5 to 16 years. It is divided into three departments, 0.-3. class, 4.-6. class and 7.-9. class. The school is known for the development and innovation in relation to the pedagogical practices in teaching. In recent years the staff has been working with various development projects. There have been a particular focus on science lessons, and how they could be involved in a variety of interdisciplinary topics. The school is also working with postponed class formation in 0. class (Kindergarden class/ pre primary) to optimize the process of formation of classes. The school has recently acquired interactive whiteboards and is researching different ways of integrating them in the teaching. 

Currently the school is working with the implementation of the school's vision in relation to innovation in teaching and how different learning styles and Cooperative Learning can optimize the teaching.



At the school there is good cooperation between teachers teaching the same year group. The character of the cooperation is both in relation to the preparation around interdisciplinary topics and teaching between the year group cooperation. There is also a major focus on cooperation between school and parents, as well as on how parents can be involved in the school.



KGS's role in the project will be to develop and describe scenarios for children in preschool, describe how parents can be involved and enlightened about CLIL as well as testing and translating other school's training course. Later on the teachers in the project will provide training for other teachers.



The school administration will prepare the economic management of the project so each cost can easily be retrieved and documented with account numbers identifying project costs like staff cost, travelling, equipment, or other expenses.









C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Steen Christian Knutzen

		Headmaster at Kroggårdsskolen, Odense, Denmark. I have been a headmaster the last ten years. My first year I was head of primary school of Klarup School in Aalborg, then as headmaster at Bælum Solbjerg School in Rebild municipality, Skolecenterleder (headmaster for two schools and a kindergarten) in Hjørring municipality and these last two years as headmaster Kroggårdsskolen in Odense.
Before that I studied theology, worked as a musician, lecturer and leader of an institution.


I'm educated as a teacher and have three different leadership eduations: Basic training in school management at Center for offentlig kompetenceudvikling (Public competency), Aalborg municipal management training, and Diploma of Leadership.




		Rikke Lohmann

		Education as teacher from Nørre Nissum Seminarium. Has a diploma study as a maths teacher consultant. Has been worked with children of immigrants in Odense and Copenhagen. She has now been employed at Kroggaardskolen in Odense for more than ten years mainly teaching in the primary school department. Since her diploma degree she has also been used as a consultant for maths across the school.



		Lise Knattrup

		Education as teacher from University Collage Lillebaelt. She has a diploma of leadership and is now studying Cand. Negot at The University of Southern Denmark. Lise is department coordinator for the primary school department. She has been employed at Kroggaardskolen since 2002 and is mainly teaching in the primary school department. Lise has helped to develop a multidisciplinary educational material about "the cow" which has been published by “Dafolo” in a copy folder " God undervisning i praksis " (Good teaching in practice).





		

		









Partner number - P 3 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		Spanish Confederation of Education and Training Centres (CECE)









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		The Spanish Confederation of Education and Training Centres (CECE) is a non-profit employers´ and professional organization founded in 1977. It represents a wide educational sector in Spain from nursery school to university level.  It has more than 5.000 Education and training centres among its members. 



CECE institutional roles are:  the management of updating for educational agreements; the negotiation of the collective agreements for this sector; the representation of this sector in the collegiate boards with educational participation; institutional presence in the Spanish Employers Organisation (CEOE) and in some international organisations in which it takes an active role as well as the relationship and contacts with Education Public Authorities. CECE is member of the internacional organisations:  EFVET (European Forum for Technical and Vocational Education and Training), ESHA (European School Headmaster Association) and ECNAIS (European Council of National Associations of Independent Schools).



CECE gives support to his members in 5 areas: (1) organization of LLL courses for teachers; (2) implementation of technological innovation in its members; (3) internationalization of the members; (4) Assistance in the implementation of the EFQM Excellence Model in its member institutions. (5) Legal consultancy for the member institutions. 



FEDELE, www.fedele.org, belongs to CECE. FEDELE is the Spanish Federation of Associations of Schools of Spanish as a Foreign Language and it consists of six associations, which in turn comprise a total of 90 Schools of Spanish as a Foreign Language. FEDELE's main objective is to promote a status of quality in the Teaching of Spanish in Spain. All federated schools have obtained at least one of two quality stamps in the field of Spanish Teaching (Accreditation Certificate from Instituto Cervantes or from CEELE).



CECE´s educational profile has widened with the constitution of its Foundation (Fundación Ángel Martínez Fuertes) in 1996 that centres its activities on social inclusion through training of unemployed persons, persons over 45, women, disabled persons, immigrants



CECE has a large experience in LLL program, and it has participated in several projects, some of them related to languages, as coordinator and as partner. The importance of the language is increasing at National level and the Regions have, most of them, a bilingual program for Pre-Primary and Primary schools. 



In the project teachers from Colegio Zola http://www.colegiozola.es/ one of the CECE primary schools will develop and test CLIL scenarios in their school and participate in the pilot courses. The CECE teacher training department is responsible for assisting with developing the final CLIL teacher course and pilot the course with subject and language teachers. CECE is responsible for dissemination through EfVET, ESHA, and ECNAIS conferences



The project administration in CECE will be managed by Auxiliadora Hernández, who will prepare a separate account number for the project so all project related costs can be quickly retrieved and monitored.









C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Mariano del Castillo



		Master Degree in Physics Science and Pedagogy. Head of the Institute of Educational Technology (ITE) of CECE, former teacher and school headmaster. Vice-president of the General Council of Vocational Education and Training in Spain, Member of the European Forum for Qualifications, vice-president of the Executive Board of the Quality Club in Spain, General Secretary for Spain of EFVET, Spanish National representative of ESHA. Adviser for the creation of a Professional Observatory in Madrid, and for the development of the Regional Lifelong Learning Plan and collaborator of INECSE (Spanish Institute for the Evaluation and Quality of the Educational System). Collaborator in different educational magazines in Spain and Europe



		Marian de Villanueva



		Master Degree in Philosophy and Pedagogy.  Member of the European Department of ITE, former teacher and HR manager with experience in the mapping of competences, currently project coordinator. Work in team, Coordination and administration of people, excellent organizational and time management skills, quick in understanding situations and analyzing challenges



		Selina Martin Cano



		Degree in Law (1998/2002) for University of Madrid San Pablo CEU with Specialization in European Community Law. He studied in the European School of Brussels – Baccalaureat and has a master in Promotion and management of non profit organization, ONG for the University Complutense de Madrid.  She is currently Project Manager in the Europe Department of CECE and she previously worked in the Council of the European Union , General Secretariat - Press Service and in The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, UNHCR



		Valle Torregrosa 

Training Department

		Head of the Teacher/trainer Training Department of ITE, manages and takes active part in curricula development and detection of teachers´/trainers´ continuous training needs.



		Auxiliadora Hernández

Financial Departments

		Diploma in administration and accountability. She works as administrator at the CECE financial department.



		Patricia Yañez

Teacher

		Degree in Pedagogy. Responsible of the department of Guidance. Teacher School Zola (Madrid). She is the coordinator of Pre Primary and Primary.



		Michael Bennet

Teacher

		Degree in Education. Teacher of English in Pre primary and Primary at Zola School (Madrid). Tutor.









Partner number - P 4 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		Educational Excellence Corporation Ltd. (Intercollege)









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		EDEX(Intercollege) is an independent, co-educational, equal opportunity institution of higher education, which has been offering a wide range of programs to students from around the world since its inception in 1989. EDEX(Intercollege) offers programs in business, hospitality and tourism, science, education and the liberal arts leading to a Diploma or a Bachelor's degree, as well as vocational and professional programs. In the last few years Intercollege has also developed an extensive network of European partners through its leadership and involvement in innovative European projects. The college’s academic and administrative staff has extensive experience in project management, as well as, in developing vocational education and training programs through EU funded programmes such as Leonardo. Public opinion has recognized the comprehensive contribution Intercollege is making.  Indeed, a local survey has found Intercollege to be "the most reputable College in Cyprus". All the above contribute to Intercollege’s vision for the future, and are encapsulated in the College’s motto "Excellence in Education.





Partner Role in the Project: Being a vocational institution EDEX (Intercollege) considers literacy skills being embedded into the vocational teaching and teacher training therefore the apparent project related to CLIL as a new method in teaching is indeed very inspiring and motivating towards teaching/leaning using different approaches, other than the traditional ones. 



 Through our experience so far, we see that the technological advances being developed, are so helpful when it comes to students’ learning and they help students reach their purpose in their studies having followed different approaches in learning that enable them to learn not only in different ways but at many times, much better.



Since the vocational studies are greatly related to industry, the new project will enable the participants to make use of what’s available technologically in the market and provide them with a clearer view and a better understanding of both the industry itself and the labour market!



Intercollege will be responsible for the dissemination of results outside the partnership, overall dissemination, compiling a CLIL book/guide and sending information for the newsletters, running the pilot courses in Cyprus, and testing with students.



Project Management:

Intercollege has a European Office which is responsible for offering centralized management and support for the implementation of all European Programs. With a dedicated team of Project Manager, Financial Manager and Administrator, which operates under the close supervision of senior management and in close collaboration with the project’s scientific team, the European Office is actively involved in all stages of project implementation following a set of applicable rules and regulations regarding project management, accounting and financial control, as well as project quality assurance, publicity and promotion. Regarding Accounting and Financial Management, the applicable rules and regulations require that a separate bank account is opened for each project, so all cost can easily be retrieved, documented, and monitored.











C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Maria Theodorou

		Coordinator of Languages (Researcher/Instructor): Maria Theodorou has been a teacher of English for eleven years now.  She holds a B.A degree in English Language and Literature from the Aristotle University in Greece and an M.A degree in Applied Linguistics from Cardiff University of Wales, UK. She has taught English in Private and State Institutes and she has been a part time lecturer of English at Intercollege, Nicosia since 2001.  As from 2009 she holds the full time position of the Language Coordinator at Intercollege, Nicosia and she is involved in teaching in three vocational programs:  Culinary Arts, Office Administration and Aesthetics.





		Kleoniki Chrysanthou

		Researcher/Instructor: Kleoniki Chrysanthou graduated Kiev State Linguistic University in 1995 (both BA and MA with honours) with MA in pedagogics. She is a teacher of Russian and English and she has been teaching both languages since 1995. She has taught English in Private and State Institutes. In fall 2006 she also taught at Cyprus University. She worked at the Cyprus Police Academy for13 years as a teacher of Russian and English. In November 2007 she participated in the seminar for English Language Trainers “Teaching police English” in Bramshill organized by CEPOL (European police college). She has been teaching at Intercollege and the University of Nicosia as a part time lecturer since 2001. She is an Anglia Examinations Speaking Test Assessor. She participated in the Leonardo Da Vinci project called POOLS 2.  





		Dr. Stylianos Mavromoustakos

		Executive Director Intercollege: Dr. Stylianos Mavromoustakos is a PhD holder in Chemistry since 1991. He worked for 10 years as teacher of Chemistry and as the Head Teacher of Pascal English School. In 2003 he became the Director of the Training and Development Unit of EDEX(Intercollege). Since then he has been involved both as a partner and coordinator in numerous European funded projects and programs. He has long experience in project management, program design and implementation. Since January 2008 Dr. Mavromoustakos took on the position of Executive Director of Intercollege. In 2006 was elected Vice President of the European Forum of Technical and Vocational Education and Training (EfVET), position he holds to this day. Dr. Mavromoustakos maintains the overall supervision of all EU projects and of the Intercollege European Office.





		Mrs. Louiza Papaloizou

		Project Manager: Mrs. Louiza Papaloizou has graduated from the Faculty of Social Sciences studying Industrial Relations in UK and Management in USA. She worked for 7 years in NY, USA, holding several managerial positions in Human Resource Development for both corporate and non-profit organizations. Since her return to Cyprus in 2005 she has been working at EDEX(Intercollege) managing and implementing EU funded projects. She has managed a number of EU funded projects such as LLP, EQUAL, Grundtvig, ERF etc. She currently holds the position of the EU Office Manager at Intercollege.  





		Mr. Constantinos Garibaldinos

		Financial Manager: Mr. Constantinos Garibaldinos has studied Banking and Finance in the U.K. He worked for one of the big 4 banks at its head quarters in Central London. He repatriated to Cyprus in the early 1990’s where he held positions as Group Financial Controller for local group of companies as well as multinational group of companies. He is currently employed at EDEX in the Finance Department managing EU projects.





		Mrs Fani Papamichael

		Project Administrator: Mrs Fani Papamichael has a BA in Sociology and Masters in Business Administration (MBA). Her experience ranges from working in the Training services field to Media and Communication Services. She currently working as a coordinator/administrator at the Intercollege EU Office.







Partner number - P 5 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		MCAST









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		MCAST is the Malta College of Arts, Science and Technology.   The College, a unique institution on the Maltese Islands, is made up of 10 Institutes and a Gozo Centre, mainly: 

· Institute of Information  and Communication Technology, 

· Maritime Institute

· Business and Commerce Institute

· Mechanical Engineering Institute

· Electronics and Electrical Engineering Institute

· Agribusiness Institute

· Building and Construction Engineering Institute

· Art and Design Institute

· Institute of Community Services

· Institute of Applied Sciences

· Gozo Centre



The College also has a Part time/Ad Hoc courses department, an International Programmes Department, a Sports Department, a Basic Skills Unit and a Vocational Teacher Training Unit. 

 

The full-time student population now stands at approximately 6000 students.  During each academic year MCAST also provides short courses and ESF courses for approximately 4,000 part-time students. MCAST employs approximately more tan 500 members of staff.

 

The Malta College of Arts, Science and Technology was officially inaugurated in September 2001.  MCAST was established by bringing together a number of separate institutes and creating new ones. 



The MCAST’s mission statement clearly emphases the international dimension of the education and training to be provided to all its students. MCAST also offers course through a number of international awarding bodies.



Our mission statement that guides the College and its employees is as follows: “To provide universally accessible vocational and professional education and training with an international dimension, responsive to the needs of the individual and the economy”.  The main role of the College is to provide vocational education and training to Maltese young people in order to satisfy the requirements of the local industry.  



The most important members at MCAST are the students.  They are at the centre of initiatives and decisions taken by the administrative bodies, namely the Board of Governors and the Council of Institutes.



To handle the project MCAST financial management will set up the needed accounts identified specifically for project costs so we at any time can extract these for monitoring, documentation, and reporting purposes.



In the project MCAST will translate materials into Maltese, develop and test CLIL scenarios and peer review the other partners with a special focus on the vocational colleges. MCAST will together with the ETI-Malta test the first pilot courses in Malta with staff from MCAST and help recruit the course participants from other institutions across Malta. MCAST will together with ETI-Malta and SDE prepare the online pre-course units for language training of the content/subject teachers.











C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Jason Masini

		Lecturer at Mcast since its opening in 2001. Has obtained a Higher National Diploma and after graduated from the University of Malta in teaching technical subjects. After two years teaching at Umberto Calosso Trade School he worked as area Manager in Libya for five years with Maltese company based in Tripoli. Since his return from Libya he joined MCAST were he started teaching Digital /Analogue Electronics. His teaching is in both Maltese and English and he has experience in CLIL. Also participated in several EU funded projects.



		Andy Bugeja

		Andy Bugeja is the holding the position of Lecturer at MCAST since the 2001. He obtained a Diploma in Industrial Electronics and after a Degree in teaching at Mcast. He used to teach PLC’s for Level 4/5 students and currently he is teaching Electronics for Level 2 students.



		Tania Buhagiar

		Lecturer at Mcast since 2005 teaching Technical English and Buisness Managment. Before used to teach at several Private Language Schools. At Mcast she developed the Curriculi and teaching material for various inhouse courses



		

		







Partner number - P6 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		Executive Training Institute –ETI Malta









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		The ETI –Malta (Executive Training Institute) is a training provider in Malta. The organisation forms part of the ESE (European School of English) Group which was established in 1996. ETI is the training arm of the group, specialising in immersion English language and communication training programmes as well as CPD (Continuing Professional Development) programmes. These programmes mainly address in-service adults and professionals wishing to improve their communication skills in English and performance when working internationally.  ETI is the Test for English in Aviation (T.E.A) in Malta and also an accredited test centre for certifying the proficiency in English under the CEFR (Council of Europe Common European Framework for Languages).  



ETI is also a leading Teacher Training provider running  in-service courses to teachers (an average of 200 -220 teachers annually from all over Europe and EU LLP participating states) on Comenius and Grundtvig www.teachertrainingmalta.com . In-service training programmes are mainly based on the application of methodologies (in language teaching), the application of ICT Tools and Technology Enhanced Learning in the classroom as well as professional development courses in Communication Skills in English, Intercultural and Interpersonal Skills to the Grundtvig audience. ETI is also the training provider for “Training in Internationalisation” course which takes place in Malta as part of the IOA Project (International Operation Agent), an Ldv project developing the professional competence and skills for teachers and coordinators in VET. 



The ETI is managed by Franco E.Debono, the ETI Director General,  who has worked on national EU Affairs in Transport legislation (Aviation, Maritime and Land) in his role as Policy Manager for the Ministry of Investment and Transport. The Teacher Training team at ETI is led by Sandra Attard-Montalto, the Director of Academic Development & Training,  who has developed and run all in-service training courses for a number of years at ETI, together with Nick Brieger who leads the language and communication training programmes as well as Professional Skills Development programmes at ETI. The Executive Training Institute is located in St.Julian’s, offering the latest training facilities such as interactive whiteboards which provide a relevant learning environment. Trainers at ETI are all qualified as Cambridge Hitachi teacher trainers on the use of interactive whiteboards. 



ETI will form part of the Teacher Trainer team on the project.  ETI will apply communicative language teaching methods to CLIL and will develop improved in-service training courses on CLIL which will aim to succumb some of the known barriers to successful implementation of CLIL in the Primary and Secondary sector. In the first half of the project ETI will run an in-service training pilot course for Comenius (primary and secondary school) teachers in Malta. ETI will also be running CLIL in-service teacher training courses as well as disseminate the results of previous POOL s projects with teachers in the EU and EU LLP participating states through the in-service training Comenius and Grundtvig programmes and later Erasmus for all ( 2014-2020).  



The implementation of European Programmes will be managed by the ETI Director General and supported by the centralised management operations team of the ESE Group. The other members of the management team include the Group Chief Executive, ESE Chief Operations Officer and Directors responsible for Academics in both schools. The team will oversee the implementation of all deliverables assigned to ETI. The centralised Accounts Department led by the Group CEO will support the Director General  in ensuring that all finance regulations related to the project are applied including the accounting of all transactions related to this project. 

 









C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Franco E.Debono 

		Franco E.Debono, Director General at ETI since 2009. Has developed the ETI into a leading training provider in language and communication as well as a leading Teaching Training provider offering in-service training courses to Comenius and Grundtvig educators. Franco has an MBA and also graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce. Before ETI, Franco held a number of positions with the Maltese government working closely with national EU Affairs in Transport legislation (Aviation, Maritime and Land) in his role as Policy Manager for the Ministry of Investment and Transport from 2004 -2008. 





		Sandra Attard-Montalto 

		Sandra is Director for Academic Development and Training at the ETI, where she developed and leads ETI’s Teacher Training CPD training programmes (for Grundtvig and Comenius EU LLP). She is DELTA-qualified, certified as a Business English teacher, an accredited DPI (Developing People Internationally) trainer with York Associates and a Hitachi Starboard IWB Trainer. Sandra previously managed Bell International’s Malta Centre and has devised and led courses for the Faculty of Education at the University of Malta. She is a qualified examiner for Cambridge, IELTS and the T.E.A. (Test of English for Aviation). Sandra’s early teaching days were as a Primary School teacher.



		Nick Brieger 

		Nick Brieger works as a training consultant and teacher trainer for ETI (Malta) and York Associates (UK).  He has a first degree in law and an M.A. in Applied Linguistics.  His early career included language training and teacher training, mainly throughout Europe including Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Russia, Ukraine and Georgia, where he worked with teachers and trainers on developing communication skills programmes for managers.  Nick has worked closely with a range of major international organisations in both the public and private sectors on communication, team building and intercultural training programmes In addition to his training activities, he is the author of more than 20 books in the field of language, communication and culture including Success with ILEC ; Early Language of Business English; Writing; TEFL Resource; Test your Marketing English :Resource; Advanced International English : Teachers; Production and Operations : English Language Teaching.





		Douglas Matheson 

		Douglas is a teacher trainer specializing on CAL (Computer Assisted Learning). He graduated with an honours in Computer Engineering in Multi Media Systems focusing on e-learning tools. Douglas has a CELTA and has taught English at various levels  and ages with the ESE.  



		Rachel Falzon 

		Rachel Falzon  graduated with an Honours degree in English and holds Post Graduate certificates in General Education and in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages. She has taught English at various levels in both mainstream and TEFL schools and geared students towards a number of internationally-recognized examinations including International Baccalaureate English A2, IGCSE English as a First Language, IGCSE English as a Second Language and Cambridge Main Suite. She is a certified Test of Aviation English examiner and an IGCSE English as a First Language written paper moderator. Over the past 5 years she has held the posts of Director of Studies and Head Trainer at Executive Training Institute, and teacher, Academic Year coordinator and Assistant Director of Studies at European School of English. She currently heads the ESE University Foundation programme where academic subject modules are taught through CLIL.



		Michaela Formosa 

		Michaela is the Director of Studies of the European School of English in Malta, an EAQUALS accredited school. Michaela developed and managed courses on CLIL application for language teachers in VET. Michaela’s qualifications include a CELTA , Dip.TESOL , an FTBE LCCI.   



		Sarah Zammit 

		Sarah is the Academic Administration Manager at the European School of English responsible for the Academic Quality Control for the school. Sarah is also a Teacher Trainer and manages all INSETT training at ESE. 

Sarah has a BA in Sociology and Communication and a Cert.TESOL and FTBE LCCI 



		Niki Stokes 

		Niki is qualified as a teacher of English and has completed Modules 1 & 2 of her DELTA. She is also qualified to teach Business English, and also has a BA in Tourism Management. Niki has had experience teaching children as well as adults, and has worked in the UK and Spain. More recently, she has been involved in Online Teaching on a one-to-one basis and in small groups.







Partner number - P 7 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		SUPSI (University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland)









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		Founded under federal law, SUPSI (University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland) was established by Canton Ticino 11th March 1997. SUPSI operates alongside The University of Southern Switzerland (USI), and together SUPSI and USI constitute the Italian language university pole in Switzerland, comprising approximately 6500 Bachelor and Master students, plus around 6000 students attending continuing education programmes.

SUPSI offers more than 30 Bachelor's Degree and Master's Degree courses, characterised by cutting edge education uniting classical theoretical-scientific instruction with a professional orientation. Great care is given to research, carried out in key sectors on competitively acquired projects with large European and national agencies or mandated by organisations and institutions in the social, economic, health, education, pedagogy, construction, technical, design, music and theatre fields.

SUPSI CLIR (Centre of Languages and International Relations) organises language courses in German, English and Italian for foreigners (all Bachelor students must choose at least one language option, generally reaching B2 level), with the objective of supporting exchanges during studies and preparing graduates for the workplace. In order to integrate the students’ own education with the learning of languages, the Centre also promotes and administers student participation in the Erasmus programme. CLIR is also the official centre for the Cambridge University and the Goethe-Institut international exams.

SUPSI has participated as “silent partner” in two previous projects: POOLS-t and POOLS-m. However, Swiss institutions are now eligible to participate fully in EC funded projects. 



SUPSI responsibilities in this new project will be to contribute to and peer-review the scenario-writing process, giving advice/feedback especially regarding the selection of scenarios suitable for the demonstration videos. After having selected the scenarios, SUPSI will prepare the story-boards and filming directions for the sub-contracted camera team, and will then execute the production and editing phase. SUPSI will also be responsible for finalising the Italian content of the materials and writing the English subtitles for the videos. SUPSI will participate in the quality control group, peer reviewing the 2 teams responsible for course books and pilot courses. SUPSI will write articles for the project newsletters and present the results during workshops and conferences in Switzerland, Italy and elsewhere. SUPSI will run teachers’ courses in Switzerland.











C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Germana D’Alessio

		Degree in Modern Literature, State University Milan.

20 years experience as teacher and teacher trainer for the Goethe-Institut, developing training courses and materials for teachers in collaboration with the Italian State School system, running seminars and workshops in Italy and abroad.

For 10 years University lecturer in German Language, Milan.

For 2 years teacher in methodology and language didactics, State University Milan.

Since 1997 lecturer in German Language, and “German for Special Purposes”, Faculty of Communication Sciences, University of Lugano (USI).

Since 2000, Director of Languages Department, SUPSI.

In 2005-2006, obtained Teleteaching qualification.

Since 2006, SUPSI Professor 

Since 2009, Head of Centre for Languages and International Relations, SUPSI.



Director of the international exam centres of Cambridge University and Goethe- Institut based at SUPSI. 



Project leader “LION” (Lingue Online), e-learning language courses – English and German, Manno 2007.



Project Leader “Mysterycove” (English through game-based and gender-oriented scenarios). Videogame for learning English at an intermediate level, Manno 2008.



Participation in POOLS-t project:

Direction of the work of the Supsi team, financial supervision. 



Participation in POOLS-m project:

-      Project management; participating in the design of lesson plans and story-boards for video show-casing the 5 teaching methods in real-life classrooms. Supervision of the video throughout all phases (filming, editing, voiceover.....);



-       - strong experience in didactic design and didactic processes 



-g     - good organisational and coordination skills



Publications (related to language didactics and film):

Projekt Deutsch 1, Textbuch und Übungsbuch, 1 Hörcassette, G. D’Alessio, W. Sattler, La Nuova Italia Scientifica, 1994, poi Carocci Editore, 2003

Projekt Deutsch 2, Textbuch und Übungsbuch, 1 Hörcassette, G. D’Alessio, W. Sattler, La Nuova Italia Scientifica, 1994, poi Carocci Editore, 2003 

Werkheft Literatur 1 – Von den Anfängen bis zur Klassik, Textbuch, und Werkheft Literatur 1 – Lehrerhandbuch, G. D’Alessio, W. Behrendt, Zanichelli, Bologna 1995 



Werkheft Literatur 2 – Von der Romantik bis zur Gegenwart, Textbuch, und Werkheft Literatur 2 – Lehrerhandbuch, G. D’Alessio, W. Sattler, Zanichelli, Bologna  1995 



Spielfilme im Unterricht DaF, Heft zum PV- Filmworkshop, G. D’Alessio, Goethe-Institut Mailand, Milano 1995



Heimat – Fremde – Heimat. Werkheft: Literatur-Film. (wissenschaftliche Beratung: G. D’Alessio), Istituto Pedagogico Bolzano, Bolzano 1995 



Bilinguismo Zweisprachigkeit / Zweisprachigkeit Bilinguismo, Material für die Vorbereitung auf die schriftliche und mündliche Prüfung, Schwierigkeitsgrad A/B, Arkadia-Edition, Bolzano 1998



Bilinguismo Zweisprachigkeit / Zweisprachigkeit Bilinguismo, Material für die Vorbereitung auf die schriftliche und mündliche Prüfung, Schwierigkeitsgrad C, Arkadia-Edition, Bolzano 1998



CD-Rom „Wir können auch anders“. Die neue deutsche Filmkomödie. Ein Sprachprogramm zum autonomen Lernen, G. D’Alessio, Goethe-Institut München, München 1999



Deutsche Spielfilme der neunziger Jahre. Arbeitsheft für den Unterricht, G. D’ Alessio, Goethe-Institut München, München 2000 



Rapporto sulla valutazione del Progetto Portfolio Europeo delle Lingue (PEL) in Canton Ticino (edited for the Professional Training Division DFP, Canton Ticino), G. D’Alessio, G. Stoks, Lugano 2003



Filmrucksack 1, G. D’Alessio, M. Saurer, SUPSI SLM, Manno 2004



Indagine sul fabbisogno di competenze linguistiche nelle aziende ticinesi, G. D’Alessio, E. Rinaldini, SUPSI SLM, Manno 2005



Filmrucksack 2, G. D’Alessio, M. Saurer, SUPSI SLM, Manno 2007.



“Sophie Scholl – Die letzten Tage”, G. D’Alessio, M. Saurer, in: Fremdsprache Deutsch, Zeitschrift für die Praxis des Deutschunterrichts, Heft 36/2007, S. 48-52, Max-Hueber-Verlag.





		Jan Hardie

		MA (Hons) in Social Anthropology, with specialisation in Linguistics, University of Edinburgh.

Diploma in Business Administration, University of Edinburgh.

Cambridge University Oral Examiner (PET, FCE, CAE, CPE).

English teacher with many-years experience at all levels, currently conducting courses for SUPSI students of Architecture, Nursing, Computer Science, Civil Engineering.

“Mysterycove” (English through game-based and gender-oriented scenarios). Videogame for learning English at an intermediate level, Manno 2008. Creation of interactive on-line exercises integrated into the game.



Participation in POOLS-t project:

· preparation of TextBlender didactic units.

· project materials tested in classes



Participation in POOLS-m project:

· revision and proof-reading of project manuals,

· creation and administration of on-line student and teacher satisfaction survey,

· creation of lesson plans and story-boards for video show-casing the 5 teaching methods in real-life classrooms. Supervision of the video throughout all phases (filming, editing, voiceover.....)

· project materials tested in class



- Strong computer skills



- Ability to learn quickly how to use and implement new tools



- Good organisational and coordination skills



- Professional translator for Italian - English



		Waltraud Sattler

		Degree in French and German Language and Literature, University of Heidelberg.

Master’s Degree in Modern Languages, University of Heidelberg.

State Approved Teacher qualification, Staatliches Seminar für Schulpädagogik, Karlsruhe.

Goethe-Institut certified examiner (A1 – C1).

Teacher of German language at State University, Milan, and teacher of German at SUPSI-CLIR.

Professional translator for Italian - German 



Participation in POOLS-m project:

· creation of lesson plans and story-boards for video show-casing 2 teaching methods in real-life classrooms. 

· experienced in lesson plan design, adapting didactic methods to student requirements

· strong experience in didactic design and didactic processes

· good organisational and coordination skills

- 



Publications include:



Projekt Deutsch 1, Textbuch und Übungsbuch, 1 Hörcassette, G. D’Alessio, W. Sattler, La Nuova Italia Scientifica, 1994, poi Carocci Editore, 2003



Projekt Deutsch 2, Textbuch und Übungsbuch, 1 Hörcassette, G. D’Alessio, W. Sattler, La Nuova Italia Scientifica, 1994, poi Carocci Editore, 2003 



Werkheft Literatur 2 – Von der Romantik bis zur Gegenwart, Textbuch, und Werkheft Literatur 2 – Lehrerhandbuch, G. D’Alessio, W. Sattler, Zanichelli,  1995 



Tangram. Deutsch als Fremdsprache. Arbeitsbuch Italienisch. 

(coautrice: Giovanna Antolini) Max Hueber Verlag München 1999



“Rund ums Gerund: Das gerundio und seine Wiedergabe im Deutschen”, in: Martina Nied Curcio (a cura di), Ausgewählte Phänomene zur kontrastiven Linguistik Italienisch-Deutsch, Franco Angeli 2008 p.98-117



		

		







Partner number - P 8 [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO “MONTE GRAPPA”- BUSSERO









C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).



		ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO “MONTE GRAPPA”- BUSSERO  

Bussero is a small village near Milan, in northeast area. It has about 8000 inhabitants.

In Bussero there are a Pre-primary private school, an Infant school, a Primary school and a Secondary school. The last three are part of a Comprehensive Institute called I.C."Monte Grappa" for pupils from 3 to 13 years old. 



In our primary school there are about 400 pupils from 6 to 11 and 50 teachers.

Pupils who attend the school are both children from socially disadvantaged backgrounds and as well as students from more affluent backgrounds whose parents have a relevant cultural and professional position.



Our Primary School is organized on a 40hours model currently, corresponding to fulltime model from Monday to Friday. Classes start at 8.30 a.m. and finish at 16.30 pm. 

In the school there are also foreign students and pupils with Special Education Needs, ranging from autism to more specific behavioral issues and diseases. Therefore, the school tries to promote activities aiming at encouraging education for tolerance and awareness of gender equality, respect of diversity and cooperation with others. In the Institute we are managing a lot of projects ranging from CLIL to cultural integration, from theatre to horse-therapy.



We collaborate with other schools in close villages organizing courses, meetings and initiatives. 

I.C.”Monte Grappa” is in our local area (East-Milan) Extension School for the teaching of foreign languages and the development of Europe wide projects. 



As a school we are keen to continue to develop our pupils’ knowledge of the growing European Community. The reception of all our pupils is based on principles of socialisation, of communication and listening which facilitate wellbeing at school. Promotion of integration, prevention of stereotyping and  prejudice are cultural and educational principles incorporated in our Curriculum. The teaching of modern foreign languages throughout the schools of our Institute has a very high priority, with the use of CLIL approach, too. We have been one of the first schools in Italy, more than 10 years ago, to experience  the teaching of a subject in a foreign language as a primary school.



In the last four years the Institute has been involved in two highly successful Comenius partnerships, which have afforded the children  and staff a real insight in to other European countries and cultures, breaking social and linguistic barriers through working towards a common goal.



The school administration will prepare the economic management of the project so each cost can easily be retrieved and documented with account numbers identifying project costs like staff cost, travelling, equipment, or other expenses.



In the project teachers from I.C."Monte Grappa" will develop, describe, and test scenarios for children in primary school, describe how parents can be involved and enlightened about CLIL as well as testing and translating other school's training course. Later on the teachers in the project will provide training for other teachers.













C.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Mrs. Dott. Albalisa Azzariti





		Headmaster ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO “MONTE GRAPPA”- BUSSERO .





		Mrs. Simona Corio

		Skills and Experience Primary School Teacher of English, Math, Geography, Science and Music for 21 years. 



Primary School’s Coordinator.

Specialized Teacher for Children with Special Needs.

10 years experience with CLIL

Coordinator  Comenius Project 2010-2012

Group leader for student stage U.K. and Ireland.







		Mrs. Patrizia Maida



		

Skills and Experience: Primary School Teacher of English, Italian, History and Art for 20 years



Foreign Students Department’s Coordinator.



10 years experience with CLIL



Member of the Comenius Project 2010-2012





		

		









PART D. Project characteristics









D.1 Why does the consortium wish to undertake this project?



Rationale of and background to the project

Please outline the motivation behind your project, clearly identifying the specific needs or problems/challenges which it intends to solve. Explain why these needs/problems were selected over others, and how the project proposal fits within the development strategies of the partners involved.  Please include references to any declared regional, national, EU or international political priority in this area.

Also, please describe briefly how your project proposal was prepared (e.g., capitalising on previous experiences, based on achieved outcomes in former projects, following previous cooperation amongst the consortium members, etc.) (limit 6000 characters).

		CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) is emerging across Europe where only six countries appear to be bystanders. In several countries, such as Malta and in parts of Spain, CLIL has been incorporated into the national curricula from primary schools to universities. 



The project consortium represents different stages in the application of CLIL. The CY, CH, IT, and DK partners are in the process of implementing CLIL and have found an urgent need for better resources and CLIL teacher training.



The ES and MT partners have implemented CLIL in their teaching and also represent teacher training institutions that have offered CLIL in-service courses, but identified a need for freely available resources and for the development of a holistic competence based course on CLIL. Content and language teachers both need to learn how to apply constructivist based language teaching methods as part of their content/subject instructions – and there is a need for language level certification of the content teachers to ensure they have the needed language competences. 



The needs identified by the partnership consortium are also present across Europe, as can be seen from reports and EU-funded surveys:



Two of the partner countries, Cyprus and Denmark, have not yet applied CLIL in any major scale, although Denmark “is considering measures that would lead to improved language proficiency among pupils. In particular, it has been proposed that some subjects might be taught using foreign languages”. One main obstacle against the implementation of CLIL as a national strategy is that “the fact that many language teachers may be available is little help if – as in Cyprus – they have not been trained in the special skills needed to provide CLIL” (Key Data on Teaching Languages at School in Europe 2008, Eurydice/eurostat). 



At the May 2005 Education Council, the Luxembourg presidency reported on the results of the symposium entitled ‘The Changing European Classroom: The Potential of Plurilingual Education’ The main conclusions included the specification of the need to ensure that pupils and students are involved in CLIL-type provision at the various levels of scholastic education, while also stating that teachers should be encouraged to undergo special training in CLIL.



From experienced CLIL teachers we learn that “It is clear that some variables were underestimated by the teachers at the beginning of their approach to CLIL, such as the lack of specific CLIL materials and the consequent creation of new ones, the collaboration with colleagues to make CLIL work better and an accurate planning of the task to establish a balance between language and content.” CLIL Practice: Perspectives from the Field, CLIL Cascade Network (CCN) 2009



The recommendations for good practice made in CLIL/EMILE: The European Dimension; Actions, Trends and Foresight Potential include:



- special focus should be placed on kindergarten, pre-school and primary schools with regard to low exposure of CLIL/EMILE, combining the principles of ´’language awareness’ and ‘language encounter’ initiatives;



- special focus should be placed on vocational sector colleges, not only business-oriented institutions, with regard to low to medium exposure through CLIL/EMILE, combining sector-specific target language(s) knowledge with job-specific communication competencies; 



- copyright-free prototypes of short introductory texts on CLIL/EMILE should be made available on the Internet;



- thematic CLIL/EMILE units (25+ hours) should be constructed in order to unify content areas in the form of modules, preferably drawing on topics which contextualise the European experience. Such modules, which could eventually be considered in terms of an informal form of ‘European core curriculum’, should be produced by an inter-disciplinary team.



The recommendations of the CLIL Initiatives for the Millennium report on the CEILINK Think Tank include an “Internet Materials Bank” to assist in the provision of quality materials. This Bank could be integrated into a range of national curricula and would ideally comprise downloadable resources designed with a view to flexibility and ease of adaptation, and links to other similar sites.



The need for CLIL materials and units is also indicated in Eurydice Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) at School in Europe 2006 (p. 57): “Finding teaching materials geared to CLIL is not easy for schools. Such materials not only have to be available in the target language but also cover subjects in the national curriculum.”



We want to promote the use of ICT in CLIL in both the target sectors. The need is documented in the Eurobarometer benchmarking survey (September 2006), which shows that only 5% of language teachers use ICT as part of their teaching.

Moreover, Eurydice Key Data on Learning and Innovation through ICT at School in Europe – 2011 specifies that “Computer use in language of instruction and foreign languages is more the exception than the rule”. 



To summarise the above analysis there is a need for:

· a framework for implementation of CLIL;

· initial and in-service teacher courses on how to implement CLIL;

· CLIL and language courses for content teachers;

· certification of content teachers’ language skills (matching CEFR);

· a collection of free, ready to use CLIL resources including ICT based materials;

· promotional materials that show the advantages of CLIL.



The application has been completed through online collaboration between the partners from past and ongoing projects dealing with teaching methods. In order to learn more about CLIL, we established cooperative relationships with several CLIL networks (e.g.: European Platform and CCN). The partners from an LdV ToI project (pools-m: languages.dk/methods) wanted to extend the five teaching methods developed in pools-m with the addition of CLIL teacher courses and the creation of a materials database, resulting in the present application.







If your proposal is based on the results of one or more previous projects / networks, please provide precise references to this / these project(s) / network(s) in the table below.

Please add tables as necessary.

		Reference number 

		LLP-LdV-ToI-2009/DK-902



		Project / network dates

(year started and completed)

		2009-2011

		Programme or initiative

		Leonardo ToI



		Title of the project / network

		POOLS-M pools of language teaching methods



		Coordinating organisation

		Syddansk Erhvervsskole Odense-Vejle



		Website

		http:// www.languages.dk/methods



		Password / login if necessary for website

		



		Please summarise the project / network outcomes and describe (a) how the new proposal seeks to build on them and, (b) how ownership / copyright issues are to be dealt with (limit 1000 characters).



		Pools-m resulted in teacher courses with materials for five communicative language teaching methods: TBL (Task Based Learning), Simulations, CALL, Tandem, and PhyEmoC). The Swiss passive partner produced a video, complete with ready to use materials, demonstrating the five methods:

www.languages.dk/methods/index.html#Videos_demonstrating_language_teaching_methods



We want to put the a communicative methodology/framework into CLIL based teaching and produce six new videos following the model of the Swiss POOLS-M videos.









		Reference number 

		141783-LLP-1-2008-1-DK-LEONARDO-LMP



		Project / network dates

(year started and completed)

		2009-2011

		Programme or initiative

		Leonardo



		Title of the project / network

		Pools-t: Producing Open Online Learning System Tools



		Coordinating organisation

		Odense Tekniske Skole



		Website

		http:// www.languages.dk/pools-t



		Password / login if necessary for website

		



		Please summarise the project / network outcomes and describe (a) how the new proposal seeks to build on them and, (b) how ownership / copyright issues are to be dealt with (limit 1000 characters).



		POOLS-T produced a software (TextBlender) which combines video, graphics, and text into webpages where all words are linked to dictionaries, and a webpage which can take other webpages and link all the words to online dictionaries. The partners developed a manual on how to use the tools in a CLIL context and created a number of exercise units using the tools (http://www.languages.dk/materials.html).



A new ongoing project, entitled TOOLS (517543-LLP-2011-DK-KA2-KA2MP), is taking the pools-t outcomes one step further and developing a fully online service where teachers can create webpages that are immediately available online (for free), with all words linked to dictionaries. When appropriate for the scenarios, we will include exercises created by teachers using the TextBlender and/or the new online tool in this project.

Pools-t enabled the partners to make contact with several CLIL communities and these contacts will be exploited in the new project.









Rationale for the setting-up of the consortium

Please explain why the selected partners are best suited to participate in this European project. Describe complementary skills, expertise and competences within the consortium directly relating to the planned project activities (limit 3000 characters).

		All partners have experience with regional/international projects, and most partners have worked with SDE in LLL projects. 



SUPSI was a “silent” partner in pools-t and in pools-m, where they brought their academic research experience to the LdV projects.  Kroggaardsskolen was used for running teacher training courses during the exploitation phase of pools-m.



SDE, Intercollege, and MCAST were partners in the Spanish ToI project pools-2 coordinated by CECE.



ETI is a leading Teacher Training player. ETI offers Teacher Training courses developed from the BPBLTM and POOLST projects. These courses are run in Malta in partnership with the respective consortium project coordinators. In 2012 ETI  ran in-service courses for  more than 220 teachers from all over Europe.



I. C. "Monte Grappa" was one of the first schools in Italy to experience the teaching of a subject in a foreign language as a primary school (more than 10 years ago). The teaching of modern foreign languages throughout the schools and Institute has a very high priority, with the use of a CLIL approach wherever possible.



Each of the partners has complementary skills needed for the project. The vocational schools Intercollege, MCAST, and SDE are all using CLIL, but represent very different stages in CLIL implementation. This is also the case for the primary schools Kroggaardsskolen, CECE, and I.C.: all three schools are known for their innovative pedagogy and inclusion of parents in the school life. This will be a valuable asset in the development of promotional awareness raising materials for the pupils’ parents, in order to ensure their support for and understanding of the value of CLIL for their children. The practitioners from the LdV and Comenius sectors will compile and pilot the 48 CLIL scenarios, together with supporting ready to use materials.



SDE and ETI bring expertise on CALL to the partnership and will ensure that ICT will be exploited in a pedagogically sound framework. They will compile the database of available online resources suitable for CLIL and ensure cooperation with CALL experts and communities to share their results.



SUPSI will be responsible for the promotional videos on CLIL, as was the case in pools-m (www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGDxCg90Its). The SUPSI videos have received a great deal of praise, e.g. at the European Day of Languages celebration event in Brussels. The videos have been watched more than 10,000 times since 2011.



Intercollege has university status departments educating new teachers and running in-service courses, and together with the teacher training departments at SUPSI, ETI and CECE, they will exploit their expertise in communicative language teaching methods in order to incorporate them into CLIL and to ensure the academic value of the CLIL course and course book.



The piloting of results will be peer reviewed in such a way that each partner is paired with another partner in order to ensure feedback and improved outcomes. 











Investigation of the field (state of the art) and innovative character

Please explain how the field of operation has been explored and indicate what the project is offering that is new and what are the main innovating elements (limit 3000 characters).

		CLIL emerged in the early 90s and has been growing in popularity over the last decade, and a search for CLIL in Google gives more than one million results. Some of the main sites for information are:

· www.clil-axis.net

· www.europeesplatform.nl

· clil4teachers.pbworks.com 

· www.ccn-clil.eu Clil Cascade Network 



There are several past and ongoing projects that deal with CLIL, e.g. pools-t and its successor TOOLS, coordinated by SDE. Both projects developed software tools that let teachers create online units suitable for CLIL, and teacher courses on how to use the tools and apply them in a CLIL context. The materials bank proposed by this project will also include materials developed by teachers using the outcomes from these projects.



We claim our project to be innovative based on:



-Our approach is a holistic one taking into account factors like promotional materials (videos for teachers and information for pupils’ parents), ready to use scenarios, material banks, teacher courses, online language teaching for content teachers including computer assisted language learning units and face to face online tuition using “Facetime”, and CEFR based language certification for the content teachers followed by advice on how to reach a higher level and a suggested educational plan for this.



-The proposed competence based courses on CLIL will be modularised so teachers with some CLIL experience can chose between modules. The courses will also be offered as blended courses (with online cooperation/units).



-The content teacher course will include online language course units for learning at home and a combined language and methodology course followed by language level certification in accordance with the CEFR based on http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/Manuel1_EN.asp 



- For the Comenius schools the scenarios will match national curricula (e.g. in Maths, Art, Geography) and for the vocational schools they will be useful (e.g. units on international regulations for electricians and texts on medicine/physics for the nurse sector). Employers will be consulted to locate exemplary content for the CLIL courses at technical colleges. 



The scenarios will incorporate ICT for communication between pupils/students in the partner countries using video conference on iPads. Primary school pupils will work with two one week themes on life and culture in two other countries (Denmark/Italy/Spain), learning numbers, nursery rhymes, songs, and games from their peers, and will display their new foreign language skills at celebration events together with parents.



-The 6 promotional videos (three for each sector) will be used to demonstrate the scenarios developed for subject and language teachers as well as their managers.



-The CLIL manual will be in eBook format and as pdf. It will utilise the scenarios and videos and refer to the materials bank to demonstrate the attractiveness of CLIL and remove some of the known barriers to successful implementation of CLIL in the two sectors.









D.2 Aims and objectives 

Please define the concrete aims and objectives of the project / network and describe the ways in which the situation set out under the previous section (D.1) will be changed. (limit 3000 characters).

		In order to promote/enable implementation of CLIL in primary schools and in vocational colleges, the project will develop materials that support CLIL ranging from: information and inclusion of parents (especially for the primary schools) / employers (for the vocational colleges) by the creation of exemplary scenarios supported by an online materials bank, promotional videos showcasing the scenarios used in classes in the target sectors, to teacher courses for subject and language teachers.



The planned outputs are:



· 48 ready to use CLIL scenarios complete with instructions and materials

· 6 promotional videos showcasing CLIL used in classes

· Online collection of materials and commented links to resources in European languages

· Advisory and information materials to be used for including parents of primary school children in the CLIL process. 

· CLIL manual/guide

· Online language course for content teachers

· Teacher course on CLIL methodology, and for the content teachers with a language course leading to a placement test (with advice on how to improve the level) and certification in accordance with the  CEFR.



The 48 scenarios will cover 24 scenarios for each target sector. Each scenario will describe a module with advice on method and on how to share the tasks between teachers in a CLIL team, together with ready to use materials. For the primary schools the scenarios will be based on the national curricula and cover subjects like maths and art as well as thematic projects covering several subjects. Two of these will deal with life and traditions in two other countries (DK/IT/ES), so pupils will learn phrases, songs, games etc. from these countries. For vocational colleges the scenarios will cover content from electrical regulations, first aid, human physics, medical subjects, etc..



The 6 videos will showcase 3 scenarios from each sector, and will act as both practical guide and as appetisers for CLIL



The information materials for parents and employers will be used to demonstrate the value of CLIL and gain their support. The employers will be used for needs analyses of units suitable for CLIL/VOLL.



The CLIL manual that will be used for the courses and for individual learning will refer to / make use of the scenarios and videos and the materials bank to demonstrate the attractiveness of CLIL and remove some of the known barriers to successful implementation of CLIL in the two sectors.



Manuals, promotional materials, and video subtitles or sound track will be in all partnership languages. The material bank will have information / descriptions in English, but the bank will also cover CLIL resources in other languages so, where appropriate, those languages will be used.



During the project 120 teachers, 360 pupils and 440 students will pilot the developed resources. All outcomes are copyleft, i.e. the material bank, information materials, manual, scenarios, course descriptions, and videos may be used (and adapted) for free, thus meeting the identified needs.













D.3 Methodology

Please define the methodology proposed for achieving the objectives (including major milestones, measurable indicators, etc) (limit 3000 characters).

		The project cooperation and work will be based on project workshops, online cooperation, and online-shared documents.



The work groups are:

LdV: SDE, Intercollege, MCAST, and SUPSI

Com: CECE, I.C. "Monte Grappa", and Kroggaardsskolen

TT: CECE, ETI, Intercollege, and SUPSI



All partners are peer reviewed in the ongoing work by the other teams from same group. All groups select a quality assessor for each output, who peer reviews the work of the other groups.



Development structures:



The CLIL scenarios/modules: Each Com and LdV team develops and tests scenarios reviewed and tested by the other Com and LdV teams. 



Material bank: All teams search for, select, and comment on online materials in different languages suitable for CLIL. The materials will be available on the project website, categorized according to language, level and topic.



Information materials for parents and employers: The Com and LdV groups compile the two sets of materials. 



Promotion/demonstration videos: The Com and LdV groups select the 6 most suitable scenarios to be presented in video. Planning, shooting, and editing are done by SUPSI and a subcontracted producer. 



CLIL manual: The TT teams cooperate with shared document files. The interim result is presented at the 2nd workshop and the proposed final result at the 3rd workshop. 



The modules for the online language learning course for content teachers will be developed by SDE based on materials from all teams. The first version will be presented at the 2nd workshop, followed by piloting by all teams



CLIL teacher courses will be developed by the TT teams. The 1st version will be proposed by ETI at the 2nd workshop, followed by a 1st pilot period in Malta. The pilot course will be a base for online collaboration between the TT teams and for preparations to improve courses.  



Workshop schedule: 

2014 January and September

2015 April and September

2016 April



Quality indicators after:

6 months: 12 scenarios compiled and tested with 60 pupils/students.



12 months: 12 more scenarios compiled and tested with 60 pupils/students. CLIL manual in all project languages. The materials bank contains a minimum of 10 languages and has more than 100 ready to use units.

   

18 months: The 6 videos have been produced and are online with subtitles or sound track in the project languages. All 48 scenarios have been compiled, translated and tested with 100 pupils/students, the first courses have been piloted, the course description and course manual are available in the six languages



After 24 months: A minimum of 12 teacher courses have been conducted across the partnership. The CLIL scenarios have been tested by 60 teachers, 280 pupils and 360 students. The materials bank contains a minimum of 20 languages and has more than 250 ready to use units.



After 30 months: All outputs are online. A minimum of 24 teacher courses have been conducted across the partnership. The CLIL scenarios have been tested with 120 teachers, 360 pupils and 440 students.











Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).



		The coordinator will prepare contracts with tasks, responsibilities, quality and activity clauses, payment schedules, and common rules for termination of contracts in case of poor quality or passivity. 



All meetings will check on status of decisions made at previous meetings and have a walkthrough by each partner of activities in the past period. Each partner prepares a list with tasks and milestones for the next periods to be used for monitoring progress and ensure partners know their responsibilities. Workshops will minute the results of management.



Biannually each partner submits an activity report. These will be checked to verify that each partner is on track towards meeting the milestones and outcomes described in the project plan and “activity lists”. The coordinator and the subcontracted QM will approve the reports or suggest actions. Upon approval the partner will receive their grant for the following six months.







D.4 European added value

Please describe the benefits of and need for European cooperation (limit 3000 characters).

		Direct collaboration between specified partners in Denmark, Cyprus, Italy, Malta, Spain, and will benefit this project as follows:



-A strategic, geographical distribution of partners will facilitate comprehensive dissemination and uptake across Europe. The partnership consortium represents several LWUTL, a grouping which has been designed to ensure that both LWUTL and the major European languages will be served. The primary school pupils will learn about language and culture from two other EU countries and demonstrate their skills and experience to parents at celebrations.



-Each of the partners developing the 48 scenarios will compile materials for and translations of their scenarios in the national languages, so there will be scenarios with ready to use materials in Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



-An inherent aspect of this project is that the training and dissemination strategy is designed to upskill subject and language teachers from a wide range of backgrounds in order to facilitate the exponential exploitation of the CLIL materials and courses.



-Dissemination and roll out results to primary and post-primary sectors in the partner countries is also key to ensuring widespread adoption of the CLIL outcomes and increasing the application of CLIL. This would not be possible without the proposed Europe-wide partnership. 

 

-The participation of educational professionals from across Europe will ensure that the newly created scenarios and promotional materials will not exist in isolation. The six partner countries will collaborate to design a pedagogically based CLIL model, which will detail how course providers across Europe may incorporate CLIL materials into their language curricula. 



-This project will greatly assist the delivery of other major European educational and linguistic projects e.g. the Bologna Process, the Common European Framework for Languages and the European Language portfolio; mutual understanding and respect between member countries and languages is at the heart of our proposal.



-Eurocall, the European association for Computer Assisted Language Learning and EfVET, the European Forum for Vocational Education and Training (associated partners) will provide dynamic channels for both dissemination and feedback through the trans-European networks of members representing +1000 language teachers and +2000 CALL practitioners across Europe and internationally. Ongoing cooperation and contact with these key communities will be vital for ensuring the best possible application of CLIL in a pedagogical context, and for promoting the developed teacher courses.



-In-service teacher training courses will be offered across Europe by consortium partners as well as other teacher training institutions (the outcomes are free to use “CopyLeft”) supported through the in-service training events organised with economic support from Erasmus for All (2014-2020).









D.5 Budget and cost effectiveness

Please describe the strategy adopted to ensure that the proposed results and objectives will be achieved in the most economical way. Explain the principals of budget allocation amongst partners. Indicate the arrangements adopted for financial management ((limit 3000 characters).

		The project is scheduled for 30 months. We have made great effort to ensure that the budget is consistent with work tasks and that the final outcomes, impact on target group, as well as extensive exploitation is best value for money. 



The ongoing financial monitoring throughout the project lifetime, by the coordinator, the partners, and the subcontracted external QM expert, will be responsible for giving advice and thus ensuring best outcomes as well as the most economical solutions.



There are two sub-contracts planned: 

-The video producers (12,500EUR) have in a previous project (pools-m) proved best value for money (lowest price per day spent and high quality outcome).

-The External Quality Control (14,000EUR) which includes participation in two project meetings and 30 staff days. The contract will be based on a bidding procedure with invited bids (David Marsh, Gareth Long, Angelica Bucur, and Paul Harrison) and selection will be based on a point system; CV/expertise in the field, proposed plan/outline for the evaluation, and price. 



The long project period of 30 months ensures the time needed to develop quality outputs and, in the last project year, final fine tuning, testing with target groups, and most importantly, real exploitation in substantial numbers.



All partners have been asked to verify (and must document at the start of the project) the real cost per staff day in each staff category, as well as rules for subsistence costs.



To ensure as much value for money as possible, the proposal has put an emphasis on lowest costs whenever possible. The meeting / workshop venues have been selected where most partners have a choice of budget airlines (e.g.: Ryan Air).  The time of year for the meetings is also important, to ensure that the budget airlines serve the workshop destinations. 



When possible, efforts have been made to allocate different responsibilities and work tasks across the partnership so that each partner’s shares of the grant becomes more uniform.



The work tasks have all been allocated in line with the expertise of the partners, but whenever possible some tasks have been distributed where best value for money can be obtained.



At the project startup each project partner will receive half of their first year grant to ensure money for participation in the kick-off workshop. Every six months the project management will request a report from each partner documenting the activities of the period, milestones met, etc. with signed staff sheets and documented expenses for in the period. Upon approval (by coordinator and external QM expert) the partner will receive the next six months of the grant.










PART E. Impact, dissemination and exploitation, sustainability









E.1 Expected impact of the project

Who will use these project outputs / products / results and how will the consortium reach them?

Please describe how the target groups (including participating institutions, stakeholders) will be reached and involved during the life of the project and how the project will benefit the target group. What is the change your project will make?  (limit 3000 characters).

		The target groups for the proposed material bank, CLIL book, teacher courses, information materials, and promotion videos are language teachers and their pupils/students from Comenius and Leonardo sectors, as well as content teachers from the same areas. The results may also be applied to other educational sectors like Erasmus and Grundtvig.



In the first project year the target group will mainly be reached within the participating partner institutions during the development phase. The planned number of teachers testing scenarios and giving feedback to the developer teams in this period is 16 teachers and 120 pupils/students. 



The material bank will be tailored to include the proposals and feedback from the primary target group.



In the final part of the project (the last 18 months) 104 teachers, 300 pupils and 380 students will exploit and test the developed materials. Across the partnership we will offer and run 24 teacher courses in the six countries. Recruitment of participants will make use of the associated partners. The content teachers’ language levels will be assessed in accordance with the CEFR, with an emphasis on spoken language and interaction, and each teacher will receive advice on how to improve the level with suggestions/plans for further courses. Where possible, official certification matching CEFR will be applied (some languages still lack such certification matching CEFR).



The functions and content of the scenarios and learning units from the material bank will be continuously adapted to include the proposals and feedback from the language learner target group.



Consultations through online questionnaires and interviews with content and language teachers who participate in EfVET and Eurocall conferences will be used to recruit them to start using the project outcomes (reaching more European countries), and their feedback will be used to adapt and improve the outcomes.



Feedback and advice from the above target groups across Europe is key to success for the proposed CLIL implementation and promotion system.



The project results will lead to several realistic changes:



-The content teachers (those who are not native speakers of the instruction language) will improve their language proficiency due to the language courses (i.e. the online course followed by the combined CLIL and language course). 

- Through the CLIL methodology course the language and content teachers will learn about the team cooperation needed to apply CLIL in a pedagogically sound context.

-The pupils will learn about at least one language outside their own language family

-Parents will become aware of the advantages of language learning through school celebrations where the children showcase their experiences.

-Cooperation with employers will ensure the best selection of course content for CLIL in vocational colleges.



The above will improve language teaching and learning and lead to higher motivation for learning foreign languages











Please describe how the target groups (including participating institutions, stakeholders) will be reached after the project is finished (limit 3000 characters).

		The advantage of being able to use for free, and, when necessary, to adapt content-rich CLIL scenarios with supporting online learning units and materials is likely to generate a high number of users – both teachers and their students.



Institutions and teachers who are new to CLIL will benefit from the free online resources; the six promotional and instruction videos will show how to apply the scenarios and materials in a CLIL context demonstrating how to use a constructivist approach in CLIL.



The materials bank will be extended and continued after the funded period from the project website www.languages.dk which in 2012 has had an average of more than 10,000 visits per months (125,000 monthly hits), statistics available from: http://www.languages.dk/webalizer/index.html 



The developed course on CLIL implementation and the “CLIL based” version for contents with certification of language level are planned to be offered to content and language teachers nationally and internationally, with support from Erasmus for All (2014-2020), by the four teacher training/university partners as well as through/assisted by associated project partners and networks in: 



-Cyprus: University College Cyprus, Police Academy, Pascal English School, and Idalion Lyceum (Likio Idaliou)



-Denmark: NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education), CVU-Lillebaelt (teacher training for the Comenius sector), EUC-Lillebaelt (teachers from the Leonardo sector), and Center For Undervisningsmidler (mainly Comenius teachers)



-Italy: Lombardy Region Education Office (which helped us select the IT partner) and Varese Province Education Office. 



-Spain: UCAM Catholic University of Murcia, AMEPE Madrid Education Centres Association, FEDELE Spanish Federation of Associations of Schools of Spanish as a Foreign Language, and UCAM Catholic University of Murcia



-Switzerland: Cambridge Esol Examination Centres, SUPSI - DFA- Department of Education, and Goethe-Zentren Schweiz.



The estimated target impact in the first year following the project period is 2,500+ language teachers who on a regular basis make use of the outcomes. This means that some 40,000 pupils and students will directly benefit from the project results and thus receive improved language and content teaching.









E.2 Dissemination and exploitation strategy



How will the dissemination be organised and how will exploitation activities ensure optimal use of the results? (limit 3000 characters).



		The partnership will make use of several modes of dissemination (face to face and online) and exploit several popular communication channels as follows:



ONLINE

-Project group in FaceBook, interested parties will be invited to join.

- Facebook groups e.g. http://www.facebook.com/groups/16146068345/ and http://www.facebook.com/groups/EUEducators/ 

- Project Twitter account, interested parties will be invited to subscribe and the tweets will be embedded in the project website.

- Project website will be based on www.languages.dk a site, which in 2012 has had an average of more than 10,000 unique visitor per months. Statistics available from: http://www.languages.dk/webalizer/index.html.

- Vimeo, YouTube, and the project website will be used to showcase the project ideas and host the demonstration/promotion videos.

-eBook publishers (e.g. www.free-ebooks.net, www.gutenberg.org, manybooks.net/, www.ebookdirectory.com, and books.google.com



CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION 

Show and tell presentations will be proposed for two Eurocall conferences www.eurocall-languages.org 

Two EfVET conferences www.efvet.org where we’ll present the project at round table sessions



IN PRINT

-Quarterly newsletters; we already have 850+ registered language teachers in our mailing list.

-Brochures will be produced in the project languages to be mailed to our networks and used at conferences and other project meetings.

-We will submit a minimum of two articles per partner to language teacher magazines/newsletters and language related journals e.g.: Sprogforum (DK), Eurocall Review (peer-reviewed online journal), the EfVET Newsletter (mailed to 2000+ EfVET members), and the CECE “Journal Actualidad Docente”.



The target number of teachers from the partnership testing the system outcomes during the project period will be a minimum of 120 teachers. Recruitment of participants will also draw upon the network of associated partners.



The CLIL scenarios will have been tested by 120 teachers, 360 pupils and 440 students and we will reach 600 parents of pupils in primary schools with promotional information materials and participation in social evenings where their children present the outcomes of the thematic scenarios where they have learned games, songs, and vocabulary in two foreign languages.



Exploitation will target the two groups of users (teachers & their pupils/students) during and after the project period. Learners from outside the partnership who access the free language learning resources from the material bank are estimated at 5000. 



We will propose partnerships and cooperation with other institutions through eTwinning and offer exchange of information / ideas and blended teacher courses.



The teacher training partners will offer the courses through Erasmus for All (2014-2020). A realistic estimate of number of teachers is difficult, but alone in 2011 one of the partners, ETI in Malta, ran courses for more then 200 teachers partly funded through the Comenius/Grundtvig actions.











E.3 Sustainability



How will the impact of this project be sustained beyond its lifetime? How will the results be mainstreamed and multiplied in the sector of activity? (Limit 3000 characters)

		The videos, information and support materials, scenarios, material bank, CLIL guide, and course description will continue to be offered free of charge online after the funded period. The website hosting and domain registration are continually being renewed (by languages.dk) so the next 48 months are covered.



All the outputs will be copyleft, which means that anyone can use, repurpose, improve, and copy the resources as long as all new versions remain copyleft. This facilitates future development by third parties like language schools and teacher training centres.



The five teacher training/university partners in the project will continue to offer In-service courses based on the developed courses and materials. After 2014 such courses can be funded through the Erasmus for All and through national means.



The courses will also continue to be offered after the funded period, with support (e.g. learners and teachers) from the following networks and associated partners:



-Cyprus: University College Cyprus, Police Academy, Pascal English School, and Idalion Lyceum (Likio Idaliou)



-Denmark: NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education), CVU-Lillebaelt (teacher training for the Comenius sector), EUC-Lillebaelt (Leonardo sector), and Center For Undervisningsmidler (Comenius teachers)



-Italy: Lombardy Region Education Office and Varese Province Education Office. 



-Spain: AMEPE: The Madrid Education Centres Association (AMEPE), it's an Education and training Centres employers’ association. 60 education centres in the Madrid community are associated to AMEPE; they cover an ample sector of the Spanish education model from the nursery up to university level going through vocational educational centres, secondary school, and upper secondary school.

 

FEDELE: The Spanish Federation of Associations of Schools of Spanish as a Foreign Language, a total of 90 Schools of Spanish as a Foreign Language. FEDELE's main objective is to promote a status of quality in the Teaching of Spanish in Spain.

 

UCAM: Catholic University of Murcia has cooperation agreements around the world, with universities of recognized prestige such as Berkeley, Chicago, Bologna… for the training of our students and our teachers specialization.



-Switzerland: Cambridge Esol Examination Centres, SUPSI - DFA- Department of Education, and Goethe-Zentren Schweiz.



In addition to the above synchronous support mode, teachers will also be able to access the demonstration / promotion videos online, which demonstrate how to use the developed scenarios and supporting materials.



The partnership is confident that a series of champions will emerge from the sectors, to be targeted by the dissemination strategy. These champions will be educators who will immediately see the potential of implementing CLIL to assist both language learners and colleagues within their own networks.









PART F. Action or programme specific information









This section should allow you to provide specific information related to the Action under which you are submitting your application. Please refer to the "Instructions for Applicants" (limit 3000 characters).

		The project aims to develop scenarios for CLIL in two sectors (primary schools and vocational colleges) as well as supporting materials and courses about the methodology involved in the application of CLIL. (KA2 priority 2.1.4)



Apart from the thematic units in the primary schools (with Danish, Italian, and Spanish content) the project does not tie the courses and scenarios to specific languages. However, there will be both courses and scenarios available in all the project languages, so there will be materials available for modules for learners of Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish, i.e. supporting both main stream languages and LWUTL (KA2 priority 2.1.2)



The vocational teams will base their selection of scenarios on cooperation and needs analyses by employers, to find topics with relevance to the workplaces in different professions. (KA2 priority 2.1.1)



The framework for home-based learning for the content teachers making use of video conferencing (FaceTime) and online units followed by the CLIL based language course will lead to language certification in accordance with CEFR. (KA2 priority 2.1.3)



The scenarios will exploit new methodologies and media like FaceTime on iPads (video conference) for pupils interaction with the other pupils as part of the thematic scenarios, presentations, artwork, etc. (KA2 priority 2.1.3)



In the primary schools the two thematic one week modules will result in ES and IT “learning” / experiencing Danish (KA2 priority 2.1.2) and their neighbour language Spanish/Italian (KA2 priority 2.1.5)



Danish is the responsibility of Kroggaardsskolen and SDE College (South Danish Vocational College). SDE has several classes where Danish is taught to immigrants, and Kroggaardsskolen offers Danish as a second language to immigrant children.



English will be the responsibility of both MCAST and ETI. English is one of two official languages in Malta and is taught by both the partners



Greek is the responsibility of Intercollege, which teaches Greek to immigrants.



Italian is the responsibility of SUPSI, which is in the Italian speaking part of Switzerland, together with I. C. "Monte Grappa" from Italy.



Maltese will be the responsibility of MCAST. Maltese is one of two official languages in Malta and taught to vocational students by MCAST using CLIL.



Spanish is the responsibility of CECE which delivers Spanish classes for international students. It has ample experience in teaching languages for specific purposes and CLIL.



The project covers two different target sectors: Comenius and Leonardo. In the project partnership the trans sectorial target groups have several advantages: the VET colleges and the primary schools will benefit from the pedagogical and methodological expertise of the teacher training/university partners, who, on the other hand, get practical insight into the application of CLIL (and VOLL) as it can be experienced in VET colleges and primary schools.











For applicants under Erasmus only

Please identify which of the Erasmus Policy Priorities this application addresses:



· Lifelong Learning in Higher Education	

· New skills for new jobs	

· Recognition	

· Transparency in Higher Education	

· Mobility strategies / removal barriers	

· Governance	

· Funding	

· Quality Assurance	

· Employability	

· Knowledge triangle	

· Social dimension 

· Innovation & excellence in teaching

· Curriculum development



PART G. Work plan and work packages

IMPORTANT: Sections G.1 to G.3 should be duplicated and completed together for each work package.







G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		1

		Work package title

		Project coordination



		Work package type

		|X| Management

|_| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		1

		End

Month number

		30



		Duration

in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The initial part of the management will prepare tasks, documents, and presentations for the first project workshop (part of this WP) with contracts to be signed by all partners, partner responsibilities, quality and activity clauses, payment schedules, and a clause with common rules for termination of contract in case of poor quality or passivity. The documents must also include a description of administrative tasks that apply to all partners; travel reports, eligibility criteria for costs, documentation rules etc.



External quality control will be subcontracted with agreement on monitoring, feedback, and reporting schedules. Feedback and recommendations from the quality control will immediately be communicated to all project members and possible corrective actions implemented.



At the start of the project each project partner will receive half of their first year grant.

 

Partnership meetings will check on the status of decisions made at previous meetings, and each partner will report on the activities in the past period. Each partner prepares an “activity list” with tasks, schedule, and milestones for the next period to be used for monitoring progress and ensuring that all partners know their responsibilities according to the project Work Plan. The workshops will summarize and minute the results of the ongoing management.



Biannually each partner will submit a report to SDE with an activity part and a financial part. The activity part will have a description of communication with the other partners, innovative aspects of activities, comments on management issues (internally and with SDE), dissemination activities, multiplier effect/impact, summary of local activities, and milestones met. In the event of any delay, explanations and plans for catching up must be given. The financial part documents and summarizes resources used in the period (e.g. signed staff sheets, travel documents, invoices, etc).



The partnership reports will be checked to verify that each partner is on track towards meeting the milestones and outcomes described in the project plan and “activity lists”. It will be the responsibility of the subcontracted Quality Management to finally approve the reports or suggest actions to be taken to achieve a satisfactory quality level. Upon approval the partner will receive their grant for the following six months.



Continuous monitoring, biannual reports from partners, quality report from subcontracted quality evaluator, and the workshops will form the basis for the Progress Report to be submitted.



The resulting recommendations and feedback from the agency following the PR will be taken into account and possible corrective actions taken to ensure the project outcomes are achieved. 



The Final report will be compiled following the same basic rules as above.



Success criteria: All above reports submitted on time and approved at meetings as well as by external quality control.











G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		1



		Title

		Biannual reports from partners (five)



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		At the end of each six months project period

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		English



		Target languages

		n.a.



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The reports will be used for quality control/monitoring. It will be a compilation of the reports submitted by each partner. The partner reports are based on a proforma with the following headings: Innovative aspects of activities, comments on management aspects (internally and with SDE), dissemination activities, multiplier effect/impact, summary of local activities, milestones met, and, in the event of any delays, explanations and plans for catching up. The financial part of the reports will summarize and document resources used in the period (e.g. signed staff sheets, travel documents, invoices, etc).



The five compilations of the biannual reports will be online from the project website to ensure full transparency of the project.











		Deliverable number

		2



		Title

		Meeting minutes and agendas



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Minutes with check on milestones



		Delivery date

		Two months after the project period

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		n.a.



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		All meeting and workshop minutes will record the meeting activities, and will contain the agenda for the meeting. The minutes will reflect the status of decisions made at previous meetings, have a walkthrough by each partner of activities in the past period and summarize the results of the ongoing management.



The meeting minutes will have, for each partner, a list with tasks, schedule, and milestones for the upcoming project periods. This will be used for monitoring progress and to ensure that all partners know their responsibilities according to the project Work Plan. 



At the end of each meeting minutes there will be itemized lists of decisions taken at the meeting.













		Deliverable number

		3



		Title

		Progress Report (covering the first 14/15 project months).



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		15 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		n.a.



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The Progress Report will follow the instructions in the LLP-Handbook and contain a public and a confidential part. The confidential part will also be published from the project website to ensure full project transparency (without the financial part).

The public part will describe the project's objectives and results, as measured against the work plan, how they were achieved, how they will be exploited and how they contribute to EU policies. 

The Confidential Part presents information about the management of the project, the contract and the finances.







		Deliverable number

		4



		Title

		Final Report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		Two months after the project period

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		n.a.



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The Final Report will follow the instructions in the LLP-Handbook and contain a public and a confidential part. The confidential part (apart from the finance part) will also be published from the project website to ensure full project transparency.

The public part will describe the project's objectives and results, as measured against the work plan, how they were achieved, how they will be exploited and how they contribute to EU policies. 

The Confidential Part presents information about the management of the project, the contract and the finances.















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		26

		15

		0

		30

		71

		Project coordinator and coordination of the SDE tasks.



Prepare documents and reports and ongoing monitoring of project expenses and activities.

Prepare project meetings and workshops (agendas and minutes)

Write DK biannual reports, compile the joint partnership biannual reports, Progress Report, and Final Report. 

Ongoing contact with and feedback to project partners.  Contacts with external quality evaluator, and EACEA.

Participate in two EACEA meetings per year



		

		P(2)

		DK

		KGS

		11

		10

		0

		5

		26

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(3)

		ES

		CECE

		11

		10

		0

		5

		26

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. 

Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(4)

		CY

		Intercollege

		11

		10

		0

		5

		26

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities covering national and transnational activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(5)

		MT

		MCAST

		11

		10

		0

		5

		26

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities (distance teaching and onsite), milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(6)

		MT

		ETI

		11

		10

		0

		5

		26

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(7)

		CH

		SUPSI

		11

		10

		0

		5

		26

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(8)

		IT

		I.C.

		11

		10

		0

		5

		26

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		Total

		

		

		

		103

		85

		 0

		65

		253

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		The WP costs include travel expenses for 16 participants to the kick-off (In Madrid) and 7 participants to the final meeting (Nicosia). Five meetings at the EACEA are also anticipated. The number of staff days is due to the participation in these meetings.



To save travel costs the project workshops and meetings are planned to be in Madrid, Malta, and Nicosia, as these venues are served by budget airlines like Ryanair, and Easyjet. The “per diems” needed have been applied below ceilings. 


The differences in the number of workdays required for management reflect the different tasks and extension of work per partner:

SDE has project management & external reporting with staff involved in development and pilot testing, piloting courses through the associated partners to ensure involvement of teachers from Comenius and LdV sectors. 











G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		2

		Work package title

		Quality management



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|_| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|X| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		1

		End

Month number

		30



		Duration

in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The quality assurance and management will be done with both internal QM and External quality assessment.

At the first meeting each partner will select a member for a “quality control group”, which will be responsible for monitoring quality throughout the project and, at all meetings, will summarize the results and suggest possible improvements / amendments whenever needed. During the first meeting the group will decide on a list of quality parameters that can be used to test the level of success during the project.

The internal quality management will be based on monitoring activities and milestones. Twice a year each partner will submit a report reflecting activities, milestones, achievement, and resources used. Delivery and achievement will be checked against the work plan milestones as part of all project meetings / workshops.

The content quality will be assessed by the pilot and test teams as well as registered end users in a sequence of peer-review assessment resulting in the final products at the end of the project funded period. The different stages of the development will be assessed during the project workshops.

External quality evaluation will be procured at project start up. 

At the kick-off workshop the external quality assessor and the “quality control group” will finalize the explicit quality management plan followed by partnership decisions of the indicators for success, e.g. number of teachers from target groups who have been involved in a testing cycle, articles approved for publishing, level of satisfaction from end users, etc.

The external evaluator will use the biannual partnership reports and will receive the project outputs as they are being tested. He will take part in a minimum of two project workshops and will also be included in e-mail correspondence for monitoring of partnership activity.

The external evaluator will be responsible for giving feedback to the partnership after each biannual report has been received, for approving each of the partner’s reports (thus releasing that next part of the grant), and for making recommendations that can be used for corrective actions to ensure best possible results. 

The external evaluator will give advice on the CLIL content and monitor the development to ensure the project achieves best possible results.

A summary quality report with indicators of project achievements, objectives, partnership, transnational cooperation, impact on target group, and the targeted LLL-priorities, will be made by the external quality evaluator after 14 months (for the PR and for making improvements) and three months before end of the project funded period (for the FR + this is the last chance for making corrections and improvements indicated by the report)

Success criteria: Detailed quality plan approved at first meeting, indicators and milestones met throughout the project lifetime, reports approved and corrective actions taken











G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		5



		Title

		Initial quality report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		Three months into project

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report from the external quality assessor summarizing the project kick-off activities and matching these with the project aims and objectives. The report will focus on the transnational cooperation quality of the partnership as well as plans for including the target group during the development cycles to ensure suitability of the outcomes.













		Deliverable number

		6



		Title

		Interim quality report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		14 months into project

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report from the external quality assessor summarizing activities during the first 14 months and matching these with the project aims and objectives and impact on LLL priorities. The report will also grade the partnership transnational cooperation quality and how the target group has been directly involved during the development cycles.









		Deliverable number

		7



		Title

		Final quality report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		27 months into project

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report from the external quality assessor reflecting the project activities, matching milestones and deliveries with actual outputs, as well as the partnership transnational character. 



The report will summarize the aims and objectives and impact on LLL priorities, how the target group has been included during the project, the exploitation activities, and plans for future valorisation of the results.



The report is to serve as a tool for the final corrective actions, and improvements before the Final Report and closure of the funded period. 











G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		4

		5

		 

		 

		9

		SDE is responsible for procuring the external quality evaluator and in cooperation with the internal “quality control group” becomes the hub for ongoing quality control; collection and compilation of biannual reports from partners, check of milestones at workshops, and contact with external evaluator.

SDE is responsible for the ongoing reporting of the quality control, makes the QM results online every half year for project transparency, and compiles the data needed for the PR and FR.

SDE takes part in the peer review assessment needed for software development.



		

		P(2)

		DK

		KGS

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(3)

		ES

		CECE

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the SMO team, which is responsible for the online system development



		

		P(4)

		CY

		Intercollege

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(5)

		MT

		MCAST

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(6)

		MT

		ETI

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(7)

		CH

		SUPSI

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(8)

		IT

		I.C.

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		Total

		

		

		

		4

		40

		 

		

		44

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(1) SDE

		Approximately 30

		External Quality Evaluation / Assessment



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		The external quality control is needed to ensure an objective insight into the progress of the project towards achieving goals and objectives. Procurement of the evaluator will follow the “guidelines for applicants”. The cost is estimated at max. 14,000 EUR as it also includes travelling to a minimum of two project workshops. 



Our preferred evaluator will be Marsh (CLIL expert), Paul Harrison (Expert from EACEA evaluations), Angelica Bucur (Expert from EACEA evaluations), or Gareth Long (Expert from EACEA evaluations), all four are highly experienced in the field, and the selection will be based on a bidding procedure with scores for expertise (CVs), proposed work plan/schedule for the QM, and price/value for money.



The lead partner has 9 staff days, the difference between that partner and the other partners (average is 5 staff days) is due to the ongoing compilation of QM results that will be made available from the project website to facilitate full project transparency and also the extra work due to reporting (PR and FR).  Also, the five meetings at the EACEA will likely be based on QM reporting / summarizing.



The WP costs include parts of two workshops / meeting, i.e. the first project workshop (in Madrid) and the September workshop (2013) that have special focus on QM. 













G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		3

		Work package title

		Website and communication platforms



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|_| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|X| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		1

		End

Month number

		30



		Duration

in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The project will need a dedicated Facebook group and a Twitter account to drive visitors to the project website, which serves as repository for the outputs. Kroggaardsskolen will lead the work with the social media and prepare/setup the accounts 



Setting up the project website with layout, main structure, first content, texts and video, registration pages for e-mail lists, embedding Twitter outputs, and links to possible clustering projects



Launching the project web portal will be based on adding a dedicated area to and restructuring / redesigning the existing website www.languages.dk 



The website will need near daily editing and updates due to the nature of the site with registered users who submit materials etc. Regular updating and extensions also ensures a high score in search engines.



The site is constantly monitored and the log files are checked for possible clues to improvements that may result in more visitors.



All project outcomes, newsletters, reports etc. are placed in the website to ensure project transparency. There will be no password protected areas.



Success criteria: 

Number of documented website visitors (based on log files) over the 30 months project period exceeds 300,000. 

Search engines have the site on first result page when searching for relevant combinations of CLIL, methods, and languages

All project outcomes available for free from the site

Total transparency of project by having all documents e.g. this application openly accessible from the site









G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		8



		Title

		Website and social media



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Website online platform



		Delivery date

		First project month

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|X| Other



		Language versions

		English



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The Facebook, Twitter accounts, and project website will advertise and describe the project to the main target group (language teachers and teacher students). It will also contain the materials bank with links to learning materials for Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish thus serving the secondary target group (language learners)



The site will have regular updates and extension of content. The website is merged with the existing POOLS website which has a substantial amount of materials. The size of the website ensures a high listing in search engines and a critical mass of information that makes users visit and revisit.

The website newsletter has 850+ registered users all of whom are language teachers or student teachers from the four LLL/KA2 sectors.















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		0

		21

		5

		 

		26

		SDE hosts and manages the website. SDE is responsible for ensuring new materials and content, including contacts with likely clustering projects. SDE will find and place online materials and exercises suitable for learning Danish to attract teachers and learners of Danish to the site.



		

		P(2)

		DK

		KGS

		0

		20

		 

		 

		20

		Setting up Facebook and Twitter accounts and keep these active.
Responsible for checking that materials have been added to the website and / or updated, and locating sample materials for CLIL to attract teachers and learners of Danish to the site.



		

		P(3)

		ES

		CECE

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and locate sample CLIL type materials to attract teachers and learners of Spanish to the site.



		

		P(4)

		CY

		Intercollege

		0

		10

		 

		 

		10

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials to be used in CLIL to attract teachers and learners of Greek to the site.

Prepare information on the project for the EfVET website



		

		P(5)

		MT

		MCAST

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials suitable for CLIL to attract teachers and learners of English and Maltese to the site.



		

		P(6)

		MT

		ETI

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials suitable for CLIL to attract teachers and learners of English to the site.



		

		P(7)

		CH

		SUPSI

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials suitable for CLIL based lessons to attract teachers and learners of Italian and English to the site.



		

		P(8)

		IT

		I.C.

		0

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials suitable for CLIL lessons to attract teachers and learners of Italian to the site.



		Total

		

		

		

		0

		76

		5

		0

		81

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		The project website makes use of an existing server (at time of this application hosted at Surftown.dk) so no hardware needs to be purchased. The hosting server and domain (languages.dk) have been pre-paid for four years. The number of workdays reflects the estimated staff work needed for running a site with a massive content, high number of registering users and members, and frequent updates. All partners provide materials for the website and peer-review the content as well as actively contribute to the Facebook groups and Twitter account.











G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		4

		Work package title

		CLIL Scenarios for primary schools (the Comenius sector)



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|X| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		2

		End

Month number

		18



		Duration

in number of months

		17



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The development of the 24 scenarios starts with the kick-off meeting (two months into the project), the Comenius group selects the first six scenarios and allocates two for each partner. 



The selection is based on the national curricula with an emphasis on subject areas where pupil communication, interaction, and active work are predominant features. Whenever possible (where the language being learned is shared, e.g. English) the scenarios will incorporate online cooperation with pupils from the other schools, e.g. through iPad “Facetime” (video and sound link). It is an aim that ICT and media become part and parcel of several scenarios



The three partners start the development; the ideas, drafts, and on-going work are presented online (Dropbox) for peer review by the two other primary schools. After piloting. the evaluation results are also shared for comments and suggestions for improvements. 



When a scenario is ready it will be tested/piloted and evaluated by the two other schools and evaluated/improved. The “final” results are then peer reviewed/evaluated by the quality assessor from the Leonardo and teacher training groups. When approved the partners translate their scenario texts into their languages and compile/find materials for students of Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



Whenever a scenario is ready for testing it will be placed online from the project website complete with ready to use materials (or list of tools/materials needed like scissors, colour, and glue) and referred to from Facebook and Twitter to invite the target group outside the partnership to test and comment.



After six months the first six scenarios have been compiled and tested with 30 pupils. 



The procedure is then repeated in the following five/six months so the teams have 12 scenarios ready at the end of the first project year. 



Based on the experiences with the first 12 scenarios and following the procedures with development, sharing results, peer review and improvement, the three teams develop the remaining 12 scenarios in half a year, i.e. after 18 months the teams have compiled 24 ready to use scenarios



The core part of the work package is finished after 18 months, but the final part of the project may result in further improvements and edit of the materials.

















G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		9



		Title

		24 CLIL scenarios for primary schools



		Type of outputs / products / results

		As webpages, eBook format, and .pdf format



		Delivery date

		Months 6, 12, and 18

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|X| Other



		Language versions

		Danish, English, Italian, and Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Italian, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The scenarios (with list of aims and objectives) will describe how to plan and teach in a CLIL based module, i.e. a subject module from the national curriculum, which is taught through a foreign language.



Where suitable the scenarios will contain photos and illustrations of teaching situations.



The scenarios will contain practical advice on how to prepare the lessons, information for the parents/possible involvement of these parents, and link to ready to use online materials (from the material bank).



The scenarios may be printed out from .pdf files, read online as webpages, or read as eBooks, e.g. on iPad tablets or from computers.

















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		0

		53

		 

		 

		53

		Compile and pilot 8 scenarios with materials, peer review and test 16 scenarios from the other partners, suggest suitable materials that can be used for CLIL in Danish. Translate the 8 scenarios into Danish and find suitable Danish materials



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Peer review the ongoing development work and put the resulting scenarios online from the project website



		

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		0

		40

		 

		 

		40

		Compile and pilot 8 scenarios with materials, peer review and test 16 scenarios from the other partners, suggest suitable materials that can be used for CLIL in Spanish. Translate the 8 scenarios into Spanish and find suitable matching Spanish materials



		

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Peer review the work by the primary schools and give advice/feedback.



		

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Peer review the work by the primary schools and give advice/feedback.



		

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Peer review the work by the primary schools and give advice/feedback.

Edit the English versions of the scenarios



		

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Peer review the work by the primary schools and give advice/feedback especially with the selection of three scenarios suitable for the demonstration videos



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		0

		41

		 

		 

		41

		Compile and pilot 8 scenarios with materials, peer review and test 16 scenarios from the other partners, suggest suitable materials that can be used for CLIL in Italian. Translate the 8 scenarios into Italian and find suitable Italian materials



		Total

		

		

		

		0

		159

		 

		 

		159

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		Staff costs: The work package running over 17 months is staff intensive, and the partners from the teacher training group and the vocational college groups are also involved as peer reviewers 



Equipment: Each of the three primary school partners has to purchase two iPads for the online cooperation between pupils and for pupils to produce short videos that are sent to the other schools as part of the cooperation.



The scenarios will start during workshop one and be continued during workshop two, so some travel costs for these workshops are due to this work package.















G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		5

		Work package title

		CLIL Scenarios for vocational colleges (the Leonardo sector)



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|X| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		2

		End

Month number

		18



		Duration

in number of months

		17



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The development of the 24 scenarios starts with the kick-off meeting (one month into the project). The Leonardo group selects the first six scenarios and shares these between the vocational teams (SDE and MCAST 2 each, SUPSI and Intercollege 1 each). 



The selection is based on the vocational areas taught by the colleges, with an emphasis on common subject areas where student communication, interaction, and active work are predominant features. Whenever possible (where the language being learned is shared, e.g. English) the scenarios will incorporate online cooperation with students from the other colleges, e.g. through iPad “Facetime” (video and sound link). It is an aim that ICT and media are included in most scenarios



The four partners start the development; the ideas, drafts, and on-going work are presented online (Dropbox) for peer review by the three other colleges. After piloting, the evaluation results are also shared for comments and suggestions for improvements. 



When a scenario is ready it will be tested/piloted and evaluated by the other colleges and evaluated/improved. The “final” results are then peer reviewed/evaluated by the quality assessor from the Comenius and teacher training groups. Each LdV partner translates their scenario texts into their language and compiles suitable materials for CLIL teaching in their language so there will scenarios with matching materials in Danish, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and English



Whenever a scenario is ready for testing it will be placed online from the project website complete with ready to use materials and referred to from Facebook and Twitter to invite the target group outside the partnership to test and comment.



After six months the first six scenarios have been compiled and tested with 30 students/apprentices. 



The procedure is then repeated in the following five/six months so the teams have 12 scenarios ready at the end of the first project year. 



Based on the experiences with the first 12 scenarios and following the procedures with development, sharing results, peer review and improvement, the three teams develop the remaining 12 scenarios in half a year, i.e. after 18 months the teams have compiled 24 ready to use scenarios



The core part of the work package is finished after 18 months, but the final part of the project may result in further improvements and edit of the materials.











G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		10



		Title

		24 CLIL scenarios for vocational colleges



		Type of outputs / products / results

		As webpages, eBook format, and .pdf format



		Delivery date

		Months 6, 12, and 18

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|X| Other



		Language versions

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Spanish, and Maltese



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Spanish, and Maltese



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The scenarios (with list of aims and objectives) will describe how to plan and teach in a CLIL based module, i.e. a subject module from the chosen vocations, which is taught through a foreign (or second) language. 



Where suitable the scenarios will contain photos and illustrations of teaching situations.



The scenarios will contain practical advice on how to prepare the lessons, information for the employers/possible involvement of these in selection of content and vocabulary needed in their sector, and link to ready to use online materials (from the material bank).



The scenarios may be printed out from .pdf files, read online as webpages, or read as eBooks, e.g. on iPad tablets or from computers

















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		0

		70

		 

		 

		70

		Compile and pilot 10 scenarios with materials, peer review and test 14 scenarios from the other partners, suggest suitable materials that can be used for CLIL in English and Maltese. Edit the 14 scenarios from the other partners to ensure best English versions. Translate the 10 scenarios into Maltese



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		50

		 

		 

		50

		Compile and pilot 6 scenarios with materials, peer review and test 18 scenarios from the other partners, suggest suitable materials that can be used for CLIL in Danish. Translate the 6 scenarios into Danish



		

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the work by the vocational colleges and give advice/feedback



		

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		 

		10

		 

		 

		10

		Peer review the work by the vocational colleges and give advice/feedback. Translate six selected units into Spanish



		

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		 

		50

		 

		 

		50

		Compile and pilot 6 scenarios with materials, peer review and test 18 scenarios from the other partners, suggest suitable materials that can be used for CLIL in Greek. Translate the 6 scenarios into Greek



		

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the work by the vocational colleges and give advice/feedback



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the work by the vocational colleges and give advice/feedback



		

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		 

		20

		 

		 

		20

		Compile and pilot 2 scenarios with materials, peer review and test 22 scenarios from the other partners, suggest suitable materials that can be used for CLIL in Italian. Select three scenarios suitable for the demonstration videos and translate these into Italian with matching materials in Italian.



		Total

		

		

		

		0

		206

		 

		 

		206

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		Staff costs: The work package running over 17 months is staff intensive,  and the partners from the teacher training group and the vocational college groups are also involved as peer reviewers and CECE which also incorporates vocational colleges will be responsible for translating selected scenarios from English into Spanish. 



The selection of vocational content suitable for CLIL and compilation of scenarios for different crafts is more work intensive than “general” subject scenarios from primary schools.



Equipment: Each of the three vocational college partners has to purchase two iPads for the online cooperation between their students/apprentices.



The scenarios will start during workshop one and be continued during workshop two, so some travel costs for these workshops are due to this work package.













G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		6

		Work package title

		Demonstration and promotion / awareness raising videos



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|X| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		12

		End

Month number

		18



		Duration

in number of months

		6



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		In cooperation with the other teams, the Swiss team, SUPSI, will decide on the six most suitable scenarios for presentation on video, i.e. three scenarios from each of the project target sectors.



SUPSI follows the piloting of the pre-selected scenarios and prepares the needed story-board and draft shooting lists for the recording by a sub-contracted camera team. SUPSI then supervises the production and editing phases.



After peer reviews by the other partner teams (making use of Vimeo.com) to ensure that the videos are suitable as both demonstrators and promoters for CLIL in the two sectors the editing is finalised and the final videos will then be published/placed online from the project website, Youtube, Google video, and Vimeo. Watch an example of similar video type here: http://youtu.be/iGDxCg90Its 



Final step for the videos is to subtitle them in the project languages.













G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		11



		Title

		Six CLIL videos



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Video



		Delivery date

		18 months

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|_| Service / Product

|X| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|X| Other



		Language versions

		English and/or other languages (depending on the learners) with subtitles in Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Online streaming videos in HD quality. The videos will be shared through the project website, Vimeo, Google, and Youtube.

Each of the six videos will show pupils/students learning a subject through a foreign language. The videos will serve as demonstrator of six of the scenarios, but will also act as promotion / awareness raising material for the CLIL method and motivation for learning foreign languages. 















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		0

		33

		0

		 

		33

		Selects scenarios to be video recorded, plan recording, subcontract production team, edit and finalize videos and place these online.



Write English subtitles to be used for translations.



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		3

		5

		 

		8

		Peer review the online video process through Vimeo.com



Prepare the subtitling of videos and create/compile the subtitled online versions



		

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the online video process through Vimeo.com, translate subtitles to Danish



		

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the online video process through Vimeo.com, translate subtitles to Spanish



		

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the online video process through Vimeo.com, translate subtitles to Greek



		

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the online video process through Vimeo.com, translate subtitles to Maltese



		

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the online video process through Vimeo.com, check and edit English subtitles



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the online video process through Vimeo.com, translate subtitles to Italian



		Total

		

		

		

		0

		48

		5

		 

		53

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P8

		25

		Production of six videos based on storyboard from SUPSI



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		Sub contracting: To get the maximum and professional quality for the six videos the Swiss team needs to sub-contract a video company to shoot the scenes and assist with final editing. Estimated price is 12,500EUR including travel and subsistence.



Travel: The video recording will include travelling to Italy (or one of the other primary schools) this also has to be part of the sub-contract with the video producer.



Staff days: The Swiss team needs approximately 33 staff days for preparing the videos followed by transcriptions and translation for subtitles:

Preparation, scenario, story-board 1 day / 1 person

Filming  1/2 day, 3 people

Editing and voice over 1 day, 3 people

That is 5.5 people days for each film













G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		7

		Work package title

		CLIL Book/Guide/Manual



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|X| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		1

		End

Month number

		

12

		Duration

in number of months

		12



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The core parts of the CLIL Guide will be the responsibility of the Intercollege team, which has the research and academic skills needed for this process. The Intercollege team will work closely together with experts from SUPSI and ETI, who will peer review the work and provide examples, give feedback, and assist with editing/writing units.



The three teams will work together through online shared document files making use of Dropbox.com and Google Groups. The work will exploit existing results and wherever possible include units showcasing best practice in the field.



The book will be compiled making use of the scenarios developed in the first project year so these can serve as case studies together with results found in other CLIL projects and networks (e.g. CCN).



The primary school teams and the teams from the vocational colleges will take an active part in the work and peer review the results so that final copyleft book can serve as a practical and guide and inspiration for implementing CLIL in the two sectors, thus following the recommendation from “The CLIL/EMILE The European dimension Actions, Trends and Foresight Potential”.















G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		12



		Title

		CLIL Book



		Type of outputs / products / results

		eBook and online .pdf file



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		A manual which describes CLIL practice, advantages and basic theory and has case examples on how to implement CLIL in the two sectors. 

The manual will be a handbook for subject and language teachers, especially those who are new to CLIL and who need some inspirational materials with ideas and advice on best ways to prepare colleagues, pupils/students, and parents/employers for the implementation.

The manual will be suitable for accompanying the CLIL teacher courses or to be used after these as inspirational materials and repetition of ideas.

The manual will be available in .pdf format and as eBook in the six project languages.















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		

		64

		 

		 

		64

		Write and compile the core part of the book. Peer review, edit, and input the units from SUPSI and ETI. Translate the final version into Greek



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		7

		 

		 

		7

		Peer review the authoring.

Translate the final book into Danish

Do layout and compile the final eBooks and .pdfversions



		

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the authoring to ensure that the result has the needed practical approach suitable for teachers new to CLIL 





		

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Peer review the authoring to ensure that the result has the needed practical approach suitable for teachers new to CLIL

Translate the final version into Spanish



		

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Peer review the authoring to ensure that the result has the needed practical approach suitable for teachers new to CLIL

Translate the final version into Maltese



		

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		 

		24

		 

		 

		24

		Participate in and peer review the authoring to ensure that the result has the needed practical approach suitable for teachers new to CLIL

Edit the final version in English



		

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		 

		10

		 

		 

		10

		Participate in and peer review the authoring to ensure that the result has the needed practical approach suitable for teachers new to CLIL

Translate the final version into Italian



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		 

		2

		 

		 

		2

		Peer review the authoring to ensure that the result has the needed practical approach suitable for teachers new to CLIL



		Total

		

		

		

		

		119

		 

		 

		119

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		Writing, compilation, and finalising the CLIL book have only been allocated staff day resources. The three main authoring teams have most of the work and staff days. 



The eBook (ePub) compilations will be handled by SDE which has a graphic designer on the staff (Lone Olstrup).













G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		8

		Work package title

		Compilation of online material bank



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|X| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|X| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		1

		End

Month number

		30



		Duration

in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		SDE will prepare the website to contain the links and description of ready to use materials, such as printable files or online units. 



During the compilation of scenarios the development teams will search for suitable materials to be used for the modules and forward these to SDE with description of content field, level of difficulty, language, and IPR/copyright information, all outputs from the project will be Copyleft, but materials from other projects may not like ours be edited/adapted depending on the restrictions applied by the authors.



All partners will research CLIL websites and where needed ask for permission to link to or store developed materials. MCAST has the lead role and will conduct the main search for suitable materials through existing websites across the world.



The partnership will ensure that there are materials in all the six languages, but will also include other European languages when possible.



The partnership will prepare a curated area of the material bank to serve as suitable online units to be used by the content teachers in their language learning (home-based learning period) prior to the onsite courses. The curated area will contain units suitable for CLIL ranging from CEF level B1 to C2 in all the six languages to cater for listening and reading skills training.



The website will include a submit form so teachers from outside the partnership can submit descriptions and links to materials or upload files for inclusion in the site.









G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		13



		Title

		Material bank



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Web based repository of materials



		Delivery date

		From month 1

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		A collection of freely available online materials to be used for CLIL. The bank will have materials in all the project languages to serve CLIL based provision in the LWUTL. It is foreseen that materials in English may be dominant in existing websites, but the teams will strive to ensure that the bank will be sufficient for implementation of CLIL in languages that are not mainstream.

A curated selection area will contain units suitable for CLIL content teachers ranging from CEF level B1 to C2 in all the six languages to cater for listening and reading skills training.















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		

		70

		 

		 

		70

		MCAST is responsible for the main research for materials outside the partnership in languages other than the six partnership languages and for assisting with curation of units to be used for content teacher language training.

Collects resources in Maltese and English and forwards these to SDE for inclusion in bank



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		10

		 

		 

		10

		Creates the bank area of the website. Receives resources and links to such from other partners and includes these in the website.

Collects resources in Danish



		

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Collects resources in Danish and forwards these to SDE for inclusion in bank



		

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Collects resources in Spanish and forwards these to SDE for inclusion in bank



		

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Collects resources in Greek and forwards these to SDE for inclusion in bank



		

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Collects resources in English and forward these to SDE for inclusion in bank



		

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		 

		5

		 

		 

		5

		Collects resources in Italian and forwards these to SDE for inclusion in bank



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		 

		16

		 

		 

		16

		Collects resources in Italian and prepares these for use in the three videos to be produced by SUPSI. I.C. is mainly responsible for the Comenius resources. Forwards list of resources to SDE for inclusion in bank



		Total

		

		

		

		

		121

		 

		 

		121

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		Part of the collection of resources is due to the work on the 48 scenarios and therefore staff days from that work could have been moved to this package.



There is no travel or equipment involved in the WP











G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		9

		Work package title

		CLIL courses for subject and language teachers



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|X| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		9

		End

Month number

		30



		Duration

in number of months

		22



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The first version of the course will be proposed by ETI at the 2nd workshop. Following feedback and recommendations from the other teams, ETI will run a first pilot period in Malta with teachers mainly from ETI and MCAST. The pilot course will be base for online collaboration between ETI, SUPSI, and Intercollege and preparation for improved courses. 



The pilot course will be taught in English (final courses may be taught in other target languages) for both content and language teachers. 



The overall course structure is foreseen to be:

-Online home-based English language course for content teachers using the curated learning units in the materials bank in combination with videoconferencing with ETI teachers and written assignments.

-Course for language and content teachers. First versions f2f, but also blended courses will be considered as an option as well as course modularisation.

-Post-course language assessment and certification for content teachers followed by education plan/suggestions for improvement of language level.



The course developers will compile a course where the content teachers experience language learning based on CLIL. 



Prior to the course work the teams will have developed online pre-course language activities (pre-task) that the content teachers will have to work through before attending the f2f course to ensure that CLIL type vocabulary needed for the course is mastered.



The core CLIL teacher course will be common for both content and language teachers. 



The developers will prepare a post-clil part (post-task) for the content teachers with an emphasis on the language experience and where appropriate work with grammar and instructions associated with the spoken interaction.



The final part of the course to be compiled is a framework for language assessment according to the CEFR with a starting point in the “Manual for Language test development and examining for use with the CEFR” developed for the Council of Europe by ALTE in 2011. 



For the content teachers the final part of the course is the assessment of language level and recommendations for continued work for improving language competences. Certification of the skills will make use of existing resources offered (e.g. EDI ELSA, TELC, IELTS, UNICert, Cambridge, etc.)



The three course developing teams will have a course ready for testing at the May 2015 workshop, which is a dedicated pilot course for mainly content teachers.



Following the evaluation and suggested improvements the partnership rollout the courses in the partnership countries, resulting evaluations will be taken in and result in improved versions.





















G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		14



		Title

		Pre-clil language course for content teachers



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Course guide and online content



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		In the pilot phase the course is done in English, but the curated online learning materials will be available for Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Online course based on texts from the CLIL book followed by home-based language learning activities (pre-task) that the content teachers work through before attending the main course. The purpose is to pre-test and improve the teacher language skills and to ensure that CLIL type vocabulary needed for the course is mastered.













G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		15



		Title

		CLIL course for content and language teachers



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Course guide and f2f course



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		In the pilot phase the course is done in English, but the materials will be available for Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The course will be modularised and show the participants how to implement CLIL in their own teaching and exploit the project outputs like CLIL scenarios and the material bank. The modules can be selected so teachers familiar with CLIL can opt not to follow the full course.

The course modules will include how to apply ICT based activities, e.g. FaceTime on iPads, involve parents and get their support, selection of content/cooperation with external vocational companies, cooperation in team work between content teachers and language experts, demonstration of online resources from the materials bank suitable for different CLIL modules.



Post course activities will be investigated as options like online submit of CLIL lessons and evaluations for feedback and advice from course instructor, which will enhance the course value and act as meta learning.







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		16



		Title

		Post CLIL course with language certification



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Course guide and f2f course



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		In the pilot phase the course is done in English, but the materials will be available for Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Final part of the course for the content teachers with post-task and assessment of language level with recommendations for continued work for improving language competences. 



Final part of the post-course is the certification of the skills matching the CEFR levels. There will be an emphasis on spoken language and spoken interaction. The testers will make use of existing certification bodies (e.g. EDI ELSA, TELC, IELTS, UNICert, Cambridge, etc.) where relevant for the language (A few languages still have no official accreditation of tests in accordance with CEFR).















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category

3

		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		

		120

		 

		5

		125

		ETI has the core task of compiling the course content and pilot it with content and language teachers in Malta.



Based on evaluations and input from the other partners, especially the two other teacher training institutions, ETI compiles the three course descriptions.



ETI instructors run the project course with participants from the other teams.



ETI makes use of one of the certifications that is already being used in their language courses for certifying the content teachers.



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		14

		 

		 

		14

		Peer review ETI and bring one language and one content to the course



		

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		 

		14

		 

		 

		14

		Peer review ETI and bring one language and one content to the course.

Translation of course guide



		

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		 

		14

		 

		 

		14

		Peer review ETI and bring one language and one content teacher to the course

Translation of course guide



		

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		 

		30

		 

		 

		30

		Together with ETI assist with advice and feedback for the three courses and bring one language and one content teacher to the course.

Translation of course guide



		

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		 

		30

		 

		 

		30

		Peer review ETI, provide ETI with test teachers and assist with finding participants for the first courses in Malta, and bring one language and one content teacher to the course.

Translation of course guide



		

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		 

		30

		 

		 

		30

		Together with ETI assist with advice and feedback for the three courses and bring one language and one content teacher to the course.

Translation of course guide in cooperation with I.C.



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		 

		30

		 

		 

		30

		Together with ETI assist with advice and feedback for the three courses with specific focus on the primary school teachers, and bring one language and one content teacher to the course.

Translation of course guide in cooperation with SUPSI



		Total

		

		

		

		

		282

		 

		5

		287

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		







Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		There is a minor cost due to the certification fee (60€ per person), which is demanded by accredited bodies, this cost will not be taken from the project, but paid for separately by the sending schools.



Travel and subsistence: The WP includes cost for travelling and subsistence as the teams from outside Malta bring 12 team members for the CLIL course and language certification, approximately six staff days per attendee.















		Work package number

		10

		Work package title

		Dissemination



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|_| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|X| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		1

		End

Month number

		30



		Duration

in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The WP leader CECE will, through EfVET (European Forum of Vocational Education and Training), ensure dissemination to the LdV sector across Europe (Marian de Villanueva is a member of the EfVET Executive Board and Steering Committee) and will present the project at two EfVET conferences with workshops / round table presentations, through articles in the EfVET newsletter, the EfVET website, and at SC meetings. As a member of the SC she also takes part in fora with policy makers where EfVET is being consulted on VET issues.



The project will be presented at two Eurocall conferences (2014 and 2015) by SDE (Kent Andersen is a member of the Eurocall executive team). We will propose “Show and Tell” demonstrations and/or poster presentation at both conferences.



CECE will present the project at the CECE Annual congress where more than 500 teachers, principals and the all educational community attend and with articles in a Magazine spread among CECE associated centers (+2,000), called ACTUALIDAD DOCENTE.



Dissemination will make use of the project website languages.dk Facebook, Twitter, and entries in discussion fora.



Project Newsletter will be compiled four times per year summarizing events, achievements, and user feedback. It will be mailed to language teachers who have registered through the languages.dk website (850 in Oct 2012), the EfVET network (1500 VET colleges), and the CECE network in Spain (2200 schools presenting all four LLL sectors).



In each country the partnership will be in regular contact with and make use of associated partners who will in the last year be used for exploiting the results through cross country courses. 



Most project partner institutions are involved in international projects where the project will be disseminated.



We will search for possible clustering projects to enhance dissemination impact as well as contacts to networks, (e.g. The European Schoolnet (EUN), a network of 31 Ministries of Education in Europe and beyond).



The project brochures (compiled during the first workshop) and newsletters will be handed out at conferences across Europe.



The project eBooks will be disseminated (for free) through eBook publishers (www.free-ebooks.net, www.gutenberg.org, www.ebookdirectory.com, etc.)



Dissemination will be registered in the biannual partnership report.



Success criteria: 

Each partner has had a minimum of two articles published in relevant professional magazines

Each partner has organised or taken part in a minimum of two national dissemination workshops with presentation of the project

Each partner has visited / consulted relevant teacher training or teaching institutions 

Both target sectors have been covered by dissemination in each country

+300.000 website visitors during the 2.5 years, 

2000 Brochures handed out

1000 registered end users

















G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		17



		Title

		Project Newsletters



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Newsletters in print and mailed as .pdf versions



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		English



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The ten quarterly project newsletters will present the work in progress, project events, the pilot courses, and examples of everyday project life from the partnership, e.g. students learning through CLIL based lessons. News of clustering projects etc.









G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		18



		Title

		Project brochures



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Brochures/leaflets in print and online as .pdf versions



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|_| Report

|X| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Greek, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The project brochures will present the project aims and objectives and reach out to our target group, and invite language teachers to take an active role in the project through testing scenarios and giving the teams feedback.

















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		 

		39

		 

		 

		39

		Coordinate overall dissemination, prepare and translate the brochures into ES, disseminate at two EfVET conference with workshops and in SC meetings, compile articles for the EfVET newsletter, write articles for the project newsletter, and presentation of project in Spanish conferences and/or institutions. Present project in CECE magazine and at two CECE conferences



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		15

		 

		 

		15

		Edit and compile the project newsletters, translate and compile the project brochures, update the website with news on a daily basis, present project at two Eurocall conferences, contacts with networks and teachers outside the partnership.

Participation and presentation of project in Danish conferences and/or institutions



		

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		 

		12

		 

		 

		12

		Participation and presentation of project in Danish conferences and/or institutions. Assist with editing and write articles for the project newsletters



		

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		 

		12

		 

		 

		12

		Translate brochure into Greek. Assist with editing and write articles for the project newsletters.

Participation and presentation of project in Cyprus conferences and/or institutions



		

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		 

		12

		 

		 

		12

		Translate brochure into Maltese. Assist with editing and write articles for the project newsletters.

Participation and presentation of project in Maltese conferences and/or institutions



		

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		 

		12

		 

		 

		12

		Assist with editing and write articles for the project newsletters.

Participation and presentation of project in Maltese conferences and/or institutions



		

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		 

		12

		 

		 

		12

		Translate brochure into Italian. Assist with editing and write articles for the project newsletters.

Participation and presentation of project in Swiss conferences and/or institutions



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		 

		12

		 

		 

		12

		Assist with editing and write articles for the project newsletters.

Participation and presentation of project in Italian conferences and/or institutions



		Total

		

		

		

		 

		126

		 

		

		126

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		SDE participation in Eurocall 2014 and 2015 involves travel costs (the venues are not yet decided by Eurocall) but the conference fees and travel costs will be paid by the college. CECE participates in a number of conferences (e.g. EfVET) every year; participation in these are covered by CECE own funds.



In other costs dissemination activities are presented with print of newsletters and brochures (1000€) and dissemination materials like t-shirts, posters, etc. (2000€)



The staff days match the envisaged dissemination efforts over a 30 months active project. The lead partner has more staff days than the average due to the extra activities through the EfVET network and tasks with compilation of articles. The extra staff days for the coordinator are mainly due to the newsletter editing (10 newsletters).













G.1 Identification 



		Work package number

		11

		Work package title

		Exploitation of results



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|_| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|X| Exploitation of results





		Start

Month number

		12

		End

Month number

		30



		Duration

in number of months

		19



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		Main exploitation of the project outcomes can commence with the first pilot sequence of the courses following the May 2015 workshop. In the first part of the project period most exploitation takes place in the partner institutions where teachers attend the pilot courses needed to prepare the course framework and learners use the material bank.



The exploitation targets two groups of users (teachers & their pupils/students) from the two selected LLL sectors (Comenius and Leonardo). 



The project partnership will search for other VOLL and CLIL projects and networks that may cluster with our efforts and benefit from the outcomes.



When the main resources i.e. material bank, scenarios, and CLIL book have been tested and reached the final stage after 18 project months and the course developers have finished preparing the course framework the partnership will start offering/running the courses to teachers covering the two LLL sectors. The courses will also be offered to teachers outside the partnership countries.



Further exploitation will also be possible as the project outcomes will be CopyLeft and “Creative Commons”, available from the project website and uploaded to relevant software communities for future continued adaptation and development.



The online material bank will continue to be offered free of charge. The website hosting and domain registration will continually be renewed (by languages.dk) so the next 48 months are covered.



The teacher training partners in the project will continue to offer In-service courses using the project outcomes after the funded period, teachers from across Europe will be able to attend supported by the Erasmus for All actions.





Success criteria: 

After 6 months 12 scenarios have been tested with 60 pupils/students.

After 12 months: 24 scenarios have been tested with 120 pupils and students. 

After 18 months: All 48 scenarios have been tested with 220 pupils/students

After 24 months: A minimum of 12 teacher courses have been run across the partnership. The CLIL scenarios have been tested with 60 teachers, 280 pupils and 360 students. 



During the full project period: A minimum of 24 teacher courses have been run across the partnership and the CLIL scenarios have been tested with 120 teachers, 360 pupils and 440 students.

















G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		19



		Title

		Exploitation report



		Type of outputs / products / results

		Online Report



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		|X| Public

|_| Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

|_| Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		|X| Report

|_| Service / Product

|_| Demonstrator / Prototype

|_| Event

|_| Other



		Language versions

		English



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report containing:

-list of registered end users and cooperating clusters available at the end of the project period.

-list of participants from courses

-number of users who access the free CLIL resources, based on website logfiles
-number of downloads of outcomes from the project website

















G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please add lines as necessary.

Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P6

		MT

		ETI

		 

		60

		 

		 

		60

		Run teacher courses in Malta including teachers from other countries

Assist and peer review the other teams during their teacher courses



		

		P1

		DK

		SDE

		 

		35

		 

		 

		35

		Together with P2 run teachers courses in Denmark with support from the associated partners



		

		P2

		DK

		KGS

		 

		35

		 

		 

		35

		Together with P1 run teachers courses in Denmark with support from the associated partners



		

		P3

		ES

		CECE

		 

		35

		 

		 

		35

		Run teachers courses in Spain with support from the associated partners



		

		P4

		CY

		Intercollege

		 

		35

		 

		 

		35

		Run teachers courses in Cyprus with support from the associated partners



		

		P5

		MT

		MCAST

		 

		35

		 

		 

		35

		Together with P6 run teachers courses in Malta with support from the associated partners



		

		P7

		CH

		SUPSI

		 

		35

		 

		 

		35

		Run teachers courses in Switzerland with support from the associated partners



		

		P8

		IT

		I.C.

		 

		35

		 

		 

		35

		Run teachers courses in Italy with support from the associated partners



		Total

		

		

		

		

		305

		

		

		305

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		













Tasks that will be subcontracted

Please add lines as necessary.

		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).

		Each partner has to run a series of courses in their own country this means some cost for travelling (car or bus/train) and limited subsistence cost









Third country participation

(where applicable)





Please complete this section if the application includes participation from third country partner(s). It must contain only information relating to organisations in third countries and their activities.





PART H. Organisation and activities

This part must be completed separately by each third country organisation participating in the project.





Third country partner number - P x [P1 – Pn]



		Organisation name 

		









H.1 Aims and activities of the organisation

Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.

Please describe the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 3000 characters).

		









H.2 Operational capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network

Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member



		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project (limit 750 characters per person). 



		

		



		

		



		

		










PART I. Work plan and work packages







I.1 Added value of the third country participation

Please describe the added value that the third country participation will bring to the main project in terms of project outputs/results, the impact on the target groups in the main LLP application, the choice of partners and value for money. (limit 2000 characters)

		









IMPORTANT: Sections I.2, I.3 and I.4 should be duplicated and completed together for each work package.



I.2 Identification

Please describe the activities that will be undertaken by the partner organisation(s) in third countries following the logic of the work packages already established in the main application form. Activities that are additional to existing work packages should be completed using the existing work package number. New work packages need to take a new work package number. All the information presented in this section should relate to the activities of the third country participants only.

		Work package number

		

		Work package title 

		



		Work package type

		|_| Management

|_| Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

|_| Quality Assurance (quality plan)

|_| Dissemination

|_| Exploitation of results

 



		Start

Month number

		

		End

Month number

		



		Duration

in number of months

		



		Description of the third country partner activities in the work package (limit 2000 characters).



		







I.3 Deliverables – outputs / products / results

Please specify any additional deliverables that will be produced by partner organisation(s) in third countries.

Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		



		Title

		



		Type of outputs / products / results

		



		Description (limit 500 characters) 



		











Title of the project / Acronym

Page 104 of 104



I.4 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please include only the partner organisation(s) in third countries.

Please add lines as necessary.



		

		Partners involved

		



Country

		



Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category

1

		Category

2

		Category



		Category

4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(n)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		









Explanation of work package expenditures

Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to third country organisations working on this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)" and "other" (limit 2000 characters).

		











List of Associated Partners



(where applicable)





These organisations may provide the consortium with facilities or assistance that enhances the quality of work, but they may not be responsible for core activities of the project (e.g. management, coordination, leader of a work group etc.). No financial contribution from EU resources will be allocated to these organisations.







		Nr

		Name of organisation

		Type of institution

		City

		Country



		 

		 Center For Undervisningsmidler

		Teacher resource and course centre 

		 Odense

		DK 



		 

		NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education).

		 EDU-UNIV

		Frederiksberg 

		Denmark



		 

		ErhvervsuddannelsesCenter Lillebaelt

		EDU-VET

		Fredericia

		Denmark



		 

		University College Lillebaelt

		EDU-UNI

		Vejle

		Denmark



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		 University College Cyprus

		EDU-UNI 

		Nicosia 

		CY



		 

		 Police Academy

		National academy

		Nicosia

		CY



		 

		 Pascal English School

		Private school 

		Nicosia

		CY



		 

		 Idalion Lyceum (Likio Idaliou)

		Public Hi-school

		Nicosia

		CY



		 

		 AMEPE Madrid Education Centres Association

		 EDU 

		Madrid

		 ES



		 

		 FEDELE Spanish Federation of Associations of Schools of Spanish as a Foreign Language

		EDU-ASS 

		 Malaga

		ES 



		 

		UCAM Catholic University of Murcia

		 EDU-UNI

		Murcia
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		 CCT – Formazione Linguistica e Culturale

		 Private school

		Lugano

		CH 



		 

		 Lombardy Region Education Office

		 Government institution

		 Milano

		IT 



		 

		 Varese Province Education Office

		 Government institution

		Varese

		IT 



		 

		 SUPSI - DFA- Department of Education

		 EDU-UNI

		 Locarno

		 CH



		 

		Cambridge Esol Examination Centres

		University of Cambridge not for profit assessment organisation

		Manno, Geneve, Winterthur, Bern, Crans-Montana, Basel, St. Gallen

		 CH



		 

		 Goethe-Zentren Schweiz

		Federal Republic of Germany Cultural Institution

		Basel, Biel, Freiburg, Genf, Lausanne, Neuchatel, Sierre, Yverdon-Les-Bains, Zürich Winterthur, Zug

		 CH



		 

		European forum of Vocational Education and Training

		An NGO, Association of VET trainers and organisations

		 Brussels

		 BE



		 

		European Association for Computer-Assisted Language Learning

		An NGO, Association of language teachers

		Coleraine, Northern Ireland

		 UK
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	- Try the test eForm. This is a very brief eForm to help you become familiar with how the fields and tables work and to test that your software and internet connection allow an application to be submitted.
	- Check that you have the latest available version of the eForm. In the event of a significant eForm problem arising, the Agency may decide to publish an updated i.e. corrected version of the eForm. Please check to see if a later version is available and to see details of any problems that have arisen and their impact.
Click on the following link to go to the webpage to try the test eForm and to check for the latest version of the eForm:
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/eforms/index_en.php
12:00 midday (Brussels time)
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Part A: Identification of the applicant and other organisations participating in the project.
This part must be completed separately for each organisation participating in the project.
A.1 Organisation
Registered address
A.2 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)
Address
A.3 Person authorised to represent the organisation in legally binding agreements 
(legal representative)
Address: 
Partner Controls
List of partner organisations
Partner no
Role
Organisation Name
City
Country
Part B. Description of the project
B.1 Summary of the project
For successful applications, this section will be published, as presented below, in compendia etc. You should therefore ensure that it gives a concrete overview of the work your consortium plans to undertake including:
- The reason for your project / network / study.   
- Concise description of the outputs, results and / or products (including where relevant key pedagogical strategies, media used, language. versions etc).
- The impact envisaged
Please indicate the language of the summary * :
B.2 Lifelong Learning Programme Objectives and Priorities addressed
Please identify in the box below, which of the Objectives of the Lifelong Learning Programme this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of the Specific Objectives of the Action this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of the Operational Objectives of the Action this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which Priority this application addresses (Max. 500 characters)
Please identify in the box below, which of LLP Horizontal policies this application addresses (Max. 500 characters)(maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, how this application demonstrates Complementarity with other policies (maximum 2 choices)
Linkages with other Actions in the LLP
The content of this application is linked to the following areas of the LLP. Tick all boxes relevant to this proposal: multiple choice possible.
Transversal policies
Sub-programme areas
B.3 Dates and languages
B.3.1 Total duration of the project
B.3.2 Language for Grant Agreement and communication with the Agency *:
B.4 Summary budget
Expenditure
Direct Costs	    
Staff*
Travel and subsistence* 
Equipment*
SubContracting*
Other*
Sub-Total: Direct Costs
Sub-Total: Indirect Costs
Total Cost
Revenue    
EU Grant Requested*
% of total cost	
Own funding of the members of the consortium*
Other sources of financing*
Total Co-financing 
Total revenue
Third Country Budget
Expenditure
						Third country budget        
Total project budget
(with third country participation)
Direct Costs	    
Staff*
Travel and subsistence*
Equipment	
SubContracting
Other*
Sub-Total: Direct Costs
Sub-Total: Indirect Costs
Total Cost
Revenue    
EU Grant Requested*
% of total cost	
Own funding of the members of the consortium*
Other sources of financing*
Total Co-financing 
Total revenue
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EACEA - LLP eForm 2013
Programme
COMENIUS
ERASMUS
GRUNDTVIG
LEONARDO DA VINCI
POLICY CO-OPERATION AND INNOVATION IN LIFELONG LEARNING (KEY ACTIVITY 1)
LANGUAGES (KEY ACTIVITY 2)
DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE ICT-BASED CONTENT, SERVICES, PEDAGOGIES AND PRACTICE FOR LIFELONG LEARNING (KEY ACTIVITY 3)
DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION OF RESULTS, AND EXCHANGE OF GOOD PRACTICE (KEY ACTIVITY 4)
llp-eacea-COM-ActType
llp-eacea-ERA-ActType
llp-eacea-GRU-ActType
llp-eacea-LEO-ActType
llp-eacea-KA1-ActType
llp-eacea-KA2-ActType
llp-eacea-KA3-ActType
llp-eacea-KA4-ActType
Sub-programme * : 
Sub-programme * : 
Call for proposals
KA2 Multilateral Projects
KA2 Multilateral networks
KA2 Accompanying measures
llp-eacea-KA2-MultProj
llp-eacea-KA2-Net
llp-eacea-KA2-AccMeas
Action * : 
Action * : 
Awareness raising
Awareness raising and development of new materials and/or on-line courses
Development of new materials and/or on-line courses
llp-eacea-KA2-MultProj-AR
llp-eacea-KA2-MultProj-ARDNM
llp-eacea-KA2-MultProj-DNM
Sub-action * : 
Sub-action * : 
Round
Deadline for submission
(Maximum: 300 characters) 
Project title * : 
Project title * : 
(Maximum: 7 characters) 
Project acronym * : 
Project acronym * : 
Language used to complete the form * : 
Language used to complete the form * : 
Country-Source hidden
Region Source - hidden
Sub-programme
actionSource
Sub-action
orgTypeSource
orgTypeSource
Viewer Type
Viewer Version
Viewer Variation
Platform
Language
Form Title
Form Version
Lang
nho@sde.dkCLIL4U1354016619
prevFormId
537672-LLP-1-2013-1-DK-KA2-KA2MP
prevProjNumber
formId * : 
formId * : 
Code*
Code*
Code Source
ErrorMessages
Country-Source hidden
Country-Source hidden
Country-Source hidden
Country-Source hidden
This application includes participation and budget for third country partner(s)
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation * : 
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Acronym * : 
Acronym * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Status * : 
Status * : 
Type of organisation * : 
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department / Faculty
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Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
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Post code * : 
Post code * : 
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Town * : 
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Check this box if the legal representative is different from the person responsible for the management 
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Check this box if the organisation responsible for the management of the application/project (Management Coordinator) is different from the Applicant Organisation.
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(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department / Faculty
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Galicia
Principado de Asturias
Cantabria
País Vasco
Comunidad Foral de Navarra
La Rioja
Aragón
Comunidad de Madrid
Castilla y León
Castilla-La Mancha
Extremadura
Cataluña
Comunidad Valenciana
Illes Balears
Andalucía
Región de Murcia
Ciudad Autónoma de Ceuta
Ciudad Autónoma de Melilla
Canarias
Extra-Regio
ES11
ES12
ES13
ES21
ES22
ES23
ES24
ES30
ES41
ES42
ES43
ES51
ES52
ES53
ES61
ES62
ES63
ES64
ES70
ESZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address:
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail address * : 
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Galicia
Principado de Asturias
Cantabria
País Vasco
Comunidad Foral de Navarra
La Rioja
Aragón
Comunidad de Madrid
Castilla y León
Castilla-La Mancha
Extremadura
Cataluña
Comunidad Valenciana
Illes Balears
Andalucía
Región de Murcia
Ciudad Autónoma de Ceuta
Ciudad Autónoma de Melilla
Canarias
Extra-Regio
ES11
ES12
ES13
ES21
ES22
ES23
ES24
ES30
ES41
ES42
ES43
ES51
ES52
ES53
ES61
ES62
ES63
ES64
ES70
ESZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the legal representative is different from the person responsible for the management 
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail * : 
E-mail * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Galicia
Principado de Asturias
Cantabria
País Vasco
Comunidad Foral de Navarra
La Rioja
Aragón
Comunidad de Madrid
Castilla y León
Castilla-La Mancha
Extremadura
Cataluña
Comunidad Valenciana
Illes Balears
Andalucía
Región de Murcia
Ciudad Autónoma de Ceuta
Ciudad Autónoma de Melilla
Canarias
Extra-Regio
ES11
ES12
ES13
ES21
ES22
ES23
ES24
ES30
ES41
ES42
ES43
ES51
ES52
ES53
ES61
ES62
ES63
ES64
ES70
ESZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the organisation responsible for the management of the application/project (Management Coordinator) is different from the Applicant Organisation.
This application includes participation and budget for third country partner(s)
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation * : 
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Acronym * : 
Acronym * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Status * : 
Status * : 
Type of organisation * : 
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department / Faculty
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Kypros / Kibris
Extra-Regio
CY00
CYZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address:
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail address * : 
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Kypros / Kibris
Extra-Regio
CY00
CYZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the legal representative is different from the person responsible for the management 
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail * : 
E-mail * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Kypros / Kibris
Extra-Regio
CY00
CYZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the organisation responsible for the management of the application/project (Management Coordinator) is different from the Applicant Organisation.
This application includes participation and budget for third country partner(s)
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation * : 
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Acronym * : 
Acronym * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Status * : 
Status * : 
Type of organisation * : 
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department / Faculty
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Malta
Extra-Regio
MT00
MTZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address:
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail address * : 
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Malta
Extra-Regio
MT00
MTZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the legal representative is different from the person responsible for the management 
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail * : 
E-mail * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Malta
Extra-Regio
MT00
MTZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the organisation responsible for the management of the application/project (Management Coordinator) is different from the Applicant Organisation.
This application includes participation and budget for third country partner(s)
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation * : 
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Acronym * : 
Acronym * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Status * : 
Status * : 
Type of organisation * : 
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department / Faculty
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Malta
Extra-Regio
MT00
MTZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address:
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail address * : 
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Malta
Extra-Regio
MT00
MTZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the legal representative is different from the person responsible for the management 
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail * : 
E-mail * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Malta
Extra-Regio
MT00
MTZZ
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
Check this box if the organisation responsible for the management of the application/project (Management Coordinator) is different from the Applicant Organisation.
This application includes participation and budget for third country partner(s)
Partner number
Role in the application
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation * : 
Full name of the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
Full name of the organisation in Latin characters (if applicable)	
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Acronym * : 
Acronym * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Erasmus University Charter number 
(if applicable)	  
Status * : 
Status * : 
Type of organisation * : 
Type of organisation * : 
(Maximum: 40 characters) 
Department / Faculty
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
MALTA
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
ICELAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
NORWAY
SWITZERLAND
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
TURKEY
Albania
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Montenegro
Serbia
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DK
EE
FI
FR
DE
GR
HU
IE
IT
LV
LT
LU
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SK
SI
ES
SE
GB
HR
IS
LI
NO
CH
MK
TR
AL
BA
ME
RS
Country * : 
Country * : 
Région lémanique
Espace Mittelland
Nordwestschweiz
Zürich
Ostschweiz
Zentralschweiz
Ticino
CH01
CH02
CH03
CH04
CH05
CH06
CH07
Region * : 
Region * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Internet address:
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 1 * : 
Telephone 1 * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Telephone 2
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Fax
(Maximum: 25 characters) 
Title * : 
Title * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
Family name * : 
Family name * : 
(Maximum: 62 characters) 
First name * : 
First name * : 
(Maximum: 32 characters) 
Role in the organisation * : 
Role in the organisation * : 
(Maximum: 100 characters) 
E-mail address * : 
E-mail address * : 
Check this box if the address is different from the address provided  in section A.1
(Maximum: 57 characters) 
Street * : 
Street * : 
(Maximum: 5 characters) 
Number
(Maximum: 12 characters) 
Post code * : 
Post code * : 
(Maximum: 60 characters) 
Town * : 
Town * : 
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
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